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I.
Adopted Rule Amendments
As authorized by Colorado Elections Law 1 and the State Administrative Procedure Act 2, the
Colorado Secretary of State gives notice that the following amendments to the Election Rules 3
are adopted on a temporary basis and immediately effective. (SMALL CAPS indicate proposed
additions to the current rules. Stricken type indicates proposed deletions from current rules.
Annotations may be included):
Current 8 CCR 1505-1 is amended as follows:
(Note: the following rules are permanently adopted under CCR Tracking #2018-00296 or
#2018-00221)
Amendments to Rule 1.1.4:
1.1.4

“Ballot marking device” (BMD) means a device that may integrate components
such as an optical A BALLOT scanner, printer, touch-screen monitor, audio output,
and a navigational keypad and uses electronic technology to:
(a)

Mark a paper ballot at voter direction;

(b)

Interpret the ballot selections;

(c)

Communicate the interpretation for voter verification; and

(d)

Print a voter-verifiable ballot.

Amendments to Rule 1.1.6:
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Sections 1-1-107(2)(a) and 1-1.5-104(1)(e), C.R.S. (2017).
Section 24-4-103, C.R.S. (2017).
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1.1.6

“Blank ballot” means a ballot on which the voter has made no marks in any
voting position, has marked with an unreadable marker, or has consistently
marked outside of the “read” area of the optical BALLOT scanner.

Current Rule 1.1.31 is amended and recodified as New Rule 1.1.7:
1.1.31 1.1.7 “Optical scanner or ballot BALLOT scanner” means an optical or digital
ballot scanner.
[Not shown: renumbering Current Rules 1.1.7-1.1.23 to Rules 1.1.8-1.1.24]
Amendments to Rule 1.1.24:
1.1.24 1.1.25 “Electronic ballot” means a non-paper ballot such as on a touch screen or
through audio feedback. After a voter casts an electronic ballot, the voter’s
choices must be:
(a)

Marked and printed on a paper ballot for subsequent counting by an
optical A BALLOT scanner; or

(b)

Digitally recorded and counted by the touch screen device, commonly
referred to as a Direct Recording Electronic (DRE) device.

[Not shown: renumbering Current Rules 1.1.25-1.1.30 to Rules 1.1.26-1.1.31]
[Current Rule 1.1.31 is amended and recodified as New Rule 1.1.7 as shown above. No changes
to Current Rules 1.1.32-1.1.42]
Amendments to Rule 1.1.43:
1.1.43 “Trusted build” means the write-once installation disk or disks for software and
firmware for which the Secretary of State has established the chain-of-custody to
the building of the disk(s) DISKS, which is then used to establish or re-establish the
chain-of-custody of any component of a voting system that contains firmware or
software. The trusted build is the origin of the chain-of-custody for any software
and firmware component of the voting system.
Amendments to Rule 2.1 and New Rule 2.1.6:
2.1

Submission of voter registration forms APPLICATIONS
[No changes to Current Rules 2.1.1 through 2.1.5]
2.1.6

THE

EFFECTIVE DATE OF A VOTER REGISTRATION APPLICATION COMPLETED
THROUGH THE ONLINE VOTER REGISTRATION SYSTEM IS THE DATE AND TIME THE
APPLICANT SUBMITS IT.

Amendments to Rule 2.2:
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2.2

For purposes of precinct caucus lists the elector’s duration of residency WITHIN A
PRECINCT is based upon the date the elector moved to his or her current residence address,
as provided by the elector in his or her application. [Section 1-3-101, C.R.S.]ON THE
EFFECTIVE DATE SHOWN IN SCORE.
2.2.1

In SCORE, the county clerk must enter the date provided by the elector that he or
she moved to his or her current residence address.

2.2.2

If the elector submits an application and does not include the date he or she
moved, the county clerk must use the date the application is received or
postmarked, whichever is earlier, as the date moved. If the elector submits the
application during the 22 days before election day and does not provide the date
he or she moved, the county clerk must use as the date moved the twenty-second
day before election day based upon the affidavit.

Amendments to Rule 2.8:
2.8

Registration of HOMELESS electors who have no fixed permanent home
2.8.1

For the purpose of voter registration residence, an elector who has no fixed
permanent home A HOMELESS ELECTOR must identify a specific location within a
precinct that the applicant considers his or her home base IN ACCORDANCE WITH
SECTION 1-2-102(1)(A)(II), C.R.S.
(a)

A home base is a location the applicant returns to regularly and intends to
remain, and a place where he or she can receive messages and be
contacted.

(b)

A home base may include a homeless shelter, a homeless provider, a park,
a campground, a vacant lot, a business address, or any other physical
location.

(c) 2.8.2
For an elector whose home is in foreclosure, the elector may register to
vote or remain registered to vote at the foreclosed address until the elector
establishes a new permanent residence.
2.8.2

If the home base does not include a mailing address, the applicant must provide a
mailing address in accordance with section 1-2-204(2)(f), C.R.S.

2.8.3

A post office box or general delivery at a post office is not a home base.

Renumbering Rule 2.18, temporarily adopted on 5/16/18 under CCR Tracking #2018-00215, as
New Rule 2.9. (New Rule 2.9 is permanently adopted under CCR Tracking 2018-00221):
2.18 2.9

REGISTERED ELECTORS ABSENT FROM THE STATE

2.18.1 2.9.1

A

REGISTERED ELECTOR WHO IS ABSENT FROM THE STATE BUT WHO
MAINTAINS COLORADO RESIDENCY IS ELIGIBLE TO BE REGISTERED AND TO VOTE
WITHOUT HOLDING A PROPERTY INTEREST IN A FIXED HABITATION IN THE STATE.
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2.18.2 2.9.2

AN

ABSENT ELECTOR’S VOTER REGISTRATION ADDRESS IS THE ELECTOR’S
LAST RESIDENCE ADDRESS OR THE ADDRESS THE ELECTOR INTENDS TO RETURN TO
IN THE STATE.

[Note shown: Current Rules 2.9-2.17 are renumbered as Rules 2.10-2.18]
[Cross reference update in Current Rule 2.16.2(1):]
2.16.2 2.17.2 All individuals who access the SCORE system must sign a SCORE
Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) before the county provides a SCORE username.
(1)

The Secretary of State will audit the county AUP records for each
county selected for annual inspection of its voting system
maintenance records under Rule 20.8.5 20.9.5.

[Note: maintain Rule 2.19, concerning registration of electors who are confined in a county jail
or detention facility, temporarily adopted on 7/31/18 under CCR Tracking #2018-00375. New
Rule 2.19 is permanently adopted under CCR tracking #2018-00221.]
New Rule 2.20:
2.20

THE COUNTY CLERK MUST SEND THE COUNTY’S PRECINCT SHAPE FILES OR MAPS TO THE
SECRETARY OF STATE ANNUALLY, NO LATER THAN MARCH 1. IF THE COUNTY CLERK
ADJUSTS PRECINCT BOUNDARIES UNDER SECTION 1-5-103, C.R.S., THE COUNTY MUST SEND
THE SECRETARY OF STATE UPDATED PRECINCT SHAPE FILES OR MAPS WITHIN 30 DAYS.

Amendments to Rule 4.7.1 concerning congressional term limits declaration:
4.7.1

The Secretary of State must make the Congressional Term Limits Declaration
available to every candidate for United States House of Representatives or the
United States Senate, provided in Article XVIII, Section 12a of the Colorado
Constitution. The Secretary of State will offer the Congressional Term Limits
Declaration to these candidates when the candidate files a candidate affidavit
SUBMITS A CANDIDATE ACCEPTANCE FORM with the Secretary of State. Any failure
of the Secretary of State to offer the Congressional Term Limits Declaration to a
candidate will have no effect on the candidate’s candidacy.

Amendments to Rules 4.8 concerning ballot format and printing:
New Rule 4.8.3:
4.8.3

IF THERE IS A QUALIFIED WRITE-IN CANDIDATE ON THE BALLOT, THE CLERK MUST
INCLUDE “WRITE-IN” BEFORE OR DIRECTLY BELOW THE SPACE FOR WRITING IN A
CANDIDATE.

[Not shown: renumbering Current Rules 4.8.3-4.8.6 to Rules 4.8.4-4.8.7]
Amendments to Rule 7.1.1 concerning mail ballot plans:
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7.1.1

The county clerk must submit a mail ballot plan to the Secretary of State by email
no later than 90 days before every election. The county clerk must submit with the
mail ballot plan the voter instructions and secrecy sleeve, IF APPLICABLE, that the
clerk intends to use in the election.

Rule 7.2.7 is repealed:
7.2.7

A county must issue a mail ballot to any eligible elector who requests one in
person at the county clerk’s office or the office designated in the county’s mail
ballot plan beginning 32 days before an election.

[Not shown: renumbering Current Rules 7.2.8-7.2.17 to Rules 7.2.7-7.2.16]
Cross reference updates:
7.2.12 7.2.11 If an unaffiliated voter selects a mail ballot preference for a major or
minor political party that is not participating or that prohibits unaffiliated voters
from voting in its primary election, the county clerk must send the voter the mail
ballot packet described in Rule 7.2.10 7.2.9. The packet must include a notice
explaining why the voter is receiving the packet or provide an alternative method
for the voter to obtain this information.
Rule 7.3 is repealed:
7.3

Absentee voting
7.3.1

An elector may request that the county clerk mail his or her ballot to an address
other than the elector’s address of record by submitting an application in
accordance with section 1-7.5-116, C.R.S.

7.3.2

The county clerk must mail the ballot to the address provided until the elector
indicates otherwise.

[Not shown: renumbering all of Current Rule 7.4 to Rule 7.3]
Renumbering Rule 7.17, temporarily adopted on 7/31/18 under CCR Tracking #2018-0000375,
as New Rule 7.4. (New Rule 7.4 is permanently adopted under CCR Tracking 2018-00221):
7.17 7.4

BEGINNING IN THE 2018 GENERAL ELECTION, THE COUNTY CLERK MUST MAKE
EFFORTS TO COORDINATE WITH THE SHERIFF OR HIS OR HER DESIGNEE AT EACH COUNTY
JAIL OR DETENTION CENTER TO FACILITATE VOTING FOR ALL CONFINED ELIGIBLE
ELECTORS.
7.17.1 7.4.1

THE COUNTY CLERK MUST DESCRIBE

THE FOLLOWING IN ITS MAIL BALLOT

PLAN:

(A)

HOW THE COUNTY CLERK WILL PROVIDE EACH COUNTY JAIL OR DETENTION
CENTER VOTER INFORMATION MATERIALS CONSISTENT WITH MATERIALS
PROVIDED TO NON-CONFINED ELIGIBLE ELECTORS, INCLUDING AT A
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MINIMUM A LIST OF ACCEPTABLE FORMS OF IDENTIFICATION UNDER
SECTION 1-1-104(19.5), C.R.S., AND THE INFORMATION REQUIRED BY
SECTIONS 1-40-124.5 AND 1-40-125, C.R.S.

(B)

THE

PROCESS BY WHICH THE COUNTY CLERK AND THE SHERIFF OR HIS OR
HER DESIGNEE WILL FACILITATE VOTER REGISTRATION, AND DELIVERY AND
RETRIEVAL OF MAIL BALLOTS FOR CONFINED ELIGIBLE ELECTORS.

Amendments to Rule 7.5.5:
7.5.5

The county clerk may request a waiver from the Secretary of State for remote
drop off locations IN THE COUNTY’S MAIL BALLOT PLAN OR AMENDED MAIL
BALLOT PLAN, exempting them from the ballot collection requirements in Rule
7.5.4. If the Secretary of State grants the waiver:
(a)

The county clerk must arrange for the collection of ballots by bipartisan
teams of election judges from all exempt drop-off locations as often as
necessary, but at least:
(1)

Once each week after the initial mailing of non-UOCAVA ballots
until the Friday before election day; and

(2)

On the Friday and Monday before election day and on election day
at 7:00 p.m. MT.

(b)

The county clerk must post a notice on each exempt drop box of the dates
and approximate times ballots will be collected.

(c)

If the Secretary of State determines that the county failed to collect ballots
from a remote drop-off location as often as necessary, the Secretary of
State may revoke or modify the waiver.

Amendments to Rule 7.5.8:
7.5.8

After election judges verify the elector’s eligibility and signature, the county clerk
must dissociate and segregate the mail ballot return envelope from the secrecy
sleeve, IF APPLICABLE, and a voted ballot in a manner that ensures no person is
able to determine how an individual voted.

Amendments to Rule 7.5.13:
7.5.13 Unaffiliated voters in a primary election. If an election judge is unable to
determine, before opening the envelope, which party’s ballot the elector returned
as outlined in Rule 7.2.10 7.2.9, the county must separate the elector’s ballot from
the envelope in the following manner:
(a)

An election judge must remove the ballot, enclosed in its secrecy sleeve,
from the mail ballot return envelope and pass it to a bipartisan team of
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judges without allowing the team of judges to determine the identity of the
elector.
(b)

The bipartisan team of election judges must remove the ballot from its
secrecy sleeve, review the ballot, and audibly report to the first election
judge which political party’s election the elector voted in.

(c)

The first election judge must record in SCORE which political party’s
election the elector voted in, or document the proper party information for
later recording in SCORE.

New Rule 7.7.5 (temporary adopted on 4/25/2018 under CCR Tracking #2018-00179;
temporarily re-adopting to extend the rule until it becomes permanently effective as adopted
under CCR Tracking #2018-00221):
7.7.5

THE COUNTY CLERK MUST ACCEPT ANY COMPLETED CURE FORM FOR A MISSING OR
DISCREPANT SIGNATURE, OR A MISSING ID, THAT THE COUNTY RECEIVES BY 11:59
PM MT ON THE EIGHTH DAY AFTER THE ELECTION.

Cross reference updates:
7.11.3 Every voter service and polling center designated by the county clerk must meet
the minimum security procedures for transmitting voter registration data as
outlined in section 1-5-102.9, C.R.S., and Rule 2.16 2.17.
8.7.4

Watchers must remain outside the immediate voting area while an elector is
voting. The six-foot limit in Rule 1.1.28 1.1.29 applies only to voting.

10.6.2 A county must submit the state portion of the abstract and the ENR upload
required by Rule 11.10.5 11.9.5 to the Secretary of State in the format approved
by the Secretary of State. The state portion of the abstract must include: (a) The
summary of votes cast for each state race and each ballot question or issue; and
(b) The total number of ballots counted in the election.
Amendments to Rule 10.13.3 concerning counting ballots during a recount:
10.13.3

Ballots must be reviewed for voter intent using the standards in Rule 18.
(a)

Every overvote, undervote, blank vote, ambiguous mark, and write-in vote
in the race(s) RACES or measure(s) MEASURES subject to the recount must
be reviewed in accordance with the Voter Intent Guide.

(b)

The judges conducting the voter intent review may resolve the intent
differently than the judges in the election.

Amendments to Rule 11.2.3 concerning voting system inventory:
11.2.3 The designated election official must file the A COMPLETE VOTING SYSTEM
inventory, NOTING WHICH EQUIPMENT WILL BE USED FOR THE ELECTION with the
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Secretary of State no later than ten days before the election for use in the Logic
and Accuracy Test and the Post-Election Audit.
Amendments to Rule 11.3.1(a) concerning hardware diagnostic test:
(a)

The designated election official must perform the Hardware Diagnostic
Test before the election on each device that the designated election official
will use in the election, including spare or back up devices. The test must
include the following devices and provide the following information:
(1)

All input and output devices;

(2)

Communications ports;

(3)

System printers;

(4)

System modems when applicable;

(5)

System screen displays;

(6)

Boot performance and initializations;

(7)

Firmware loads;

(8)

Software loads;

(9) (7) Display of firmware or software hash value (MD5 or SHA-1) when
possible;
(10) (8)

Confirmation that screen displays are functioning; and

(11) (9)

Date, time and calibration of systems., IF APPLICABLE; AND

(10)

SCANNER CALIBRATION, IF APPLICABLE.

Cross-reference update:
11.3.2 Logic and Accuracy Test
(c)

Preparing for the Logic and Accuracy Test
(1)

The county must prepare a test deck of ballots that includes every
ballot style and, where applicable, precinct. The county test deck
must include a sufficient number of ballots to mark every vote
position for every contest including write-in candidates, allow for
situations where a contest permits an elector to vote for two or
more positions, and include overvotes and undervotes for each
contest. The county test deck must include at least one write-in
vote for each qualified write-in candidate so that all qualified
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write-in candidate names will appear in the LAT result uploaded to
ENR as required by Rule 11.10.3 11.9.3.
[No other changes to Current Rule 11.3.2(c)(1)]
Amendments to Rules 11.3.2(d) and (e) concerning logic and accuracy test:
(d)

Conducting the Test
(1)

The county and Testing Board must observe the tabulation of all
test ballots, compare the tabulation with the previously retained
records of the test vote count, and correct any discrepancies before
the device is used in the election.

(2)

The county must reset the public counter to zero on all devices and
present zero tapes OR SUMMARY REPORT to the Testing Board for
verification.

(3)

The county must make an appropriate number of voting devices
available and the Testing Board may witness the programming
and/or downloading of memory devices necessary for the test.

(4)

The Testing Board and designated election official must count the
test ballots as follows, if AS applicable:
(A)

Optical BALLOT Scanners:
(i)

The Testing Board must test at least one central
count optical BALLOT scanner and at least one
optical BALLOT scanner used at a voter service and
polling center, if applicable.

(ii)

The Testing Board must randomly select the
machines to test.

(iii)

The Testing Board must count the board and
county’s test ballot batches separately and generate
reports to verify that the machine count is identical
to the predetermined tally.

[No changes to Rules 11.3.2(d)(4)(B) and (C)]
(e)

Completing the test
(1)

The county must keep all test materials, when not in use, in a
durable, secure box. Each member of the Testing Board must
verify the seals and initial the chain-of-custody log maintained by
the county clerk. If the records are opened for inspection, at least
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two election officials must verify the seals and initial the chain-ofcustody log.
(2)

The county must upload the results from all tested scanners and
DREs to the tabulation software, EXPORT, and save the tabulation
results for the ENR test required under Rule 11.10.3 11.9.3.

(3)

After testing, the Testing Board must watch the county reset and
seal each voting device, IF APPLICABLE.

(4)

The Testing Board and the county clerk must sign a written
statement attesting to the qualification of each device successfully
tested, the number of the seal attached to the voting device at the
end of the test, IF APPLICABLE, any problems discovered, and any
other documentation necessary to provide a full and accurate
account of the condition of a given device.

(5)

The county may not change the programming of any voting device
after completing the logic and accuracy test for an election, except
as required to conduct a recount or as authorized by the Secretary
of State.

Amendments to Rule 11.4:
11.4

The county must submit election setup records by regular mail TO THE SECRETARY OF
STATE SO THAT THEY ARE RECEIVED no later than 5:00 p.m. on the seventh day before
election day.
11.4.1 Jurisdictions that contract with either a software service bureau ANOTHER COUNTY
or an electronic vote counting equipment VOTING SYSTEM vendor may choose to
have the OTHER COUNTY OR vendor deliver the election setup records.
11.4.2 Election setup records must be in an electronic media format that is native to the
jurisdiction’s specific ballot creation and tabulation system. Acceptable media
formats include tape, diskette, cartridge, CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, floppy, external
hard drive, or flash media.
11.4.3 The designated election official must include a point of contact and method of
contact (phone, fax, email, etc.).
11.4.4 Within 24 hours of receipt of the election setup records, the Secretary of State’s
office will contact the jurisdiction to confirm receipt.
11.4.5 The Secretary of State’s office will store the election setup records in a secured,
fire proof, limited-access location.
11.4.6 All parties must treat as confidential all escrowed materials and any other related
information that comes into their possession, control, or custody.
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[Current Rule 11.6 is amended and recodified as New Rule 11.10]
Amendments to Rule 11.7:
11.7 11.6
Rules Concerning Accessible Voting Systems. A political subdivision may not
purchase or lease voting systems for use by people with disabilities unless the system is
certified in accordance with the 2002 Voting System Standards promulgated by the
Federal Election Commission BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE.
[Not shown: renumbering all of Current Rules 11.8-11.10 to Rules 11.7 to 11.9]
Amendments to Rules 11.8.1 and 11.8.3 concerning notice of voting system malfunction:
11.8.1 11.7.1 The voting system provider must submit a software OR HARDWARE
incident report to the Secretary of State no later than 72 hours after a software
incident has occurred.
11.8.3 11.7.3 If the Secretary of State requires additional information the vendor or the
designated election official must submit a report to the Secretary of State's office
detailing the reprogramming, REPAIR, or any other actions necessary to correct a
voting system malfunction.
[No changes to Current Rules 11.8.3(a) through (g)]
Amendments to Rules 11.9.3(e) and (f) concerning purchases and contracts:
11.9.3 11.8.3 In the case of electromechanical or electronic voting systems, devices or
related components certified for use in Colorado on or after January 1, 2016, the
Secretary of State will approve a political subdivision’s application to purchase,
lease, or use the voting system, device, or related component, after considering all
relevant factors, including without limitation:
[No changes to Rules 11.9.3(a) through (d)]
(e)

The voting system’s ability to support efficient risk-limiting audits, or the
commitment of the voting system provider to develop such capability, in
time for the 2017 coordinated election, as required by section 1-7-515.517-515, C.R.S.;

(f)

The voting system’s compatibility, or the voting system provider’s
commitment to develop such compatibility on or before December 31,
2016, with dependent systems that are not directly related to the tabulation
of votes and ballots, but are nevertheless utilized by designated election
officials in conducting elections in Colorado, including:
(1)

Ballot-on-demand systems,

(2)

Election Night Reporting systems,
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(3)

Electronic ballot delivery systems, and

(4)

Election definition data exported from SCORE; AND

(5)

THE SECRETARY OF STATE’S RLA SOFTWARE.

[No changes to Rules 11.9.3(g) through (q)]
Amendments to, including renumbering, Current Rules 11.9.4-11.9.8 concerning purchases and
contracts:
11.9.4 11.8.4 The Secretary of State will approve a county’s application for the
purchase, lease, or use of an electromechanical or electronic voting system,
device, or related component, certified on or after January 1, 2016, only if:
(a)

The voting system includes, and the county acquires, digital ballot
resolution and adjudication capability;

(b)

The voting system includes, and the county acquires, central count ballot
scanners equipped with automatic document feeders capable of scanning
multiple ballots rather than a single ballot at a time;

(c)

The voting system integrates all components of the election management
system, including the data management application, if any, into a single
user interface that is operable or accessible from the same server or
workstation;

(d)

The voting system is capable of supporting efficient risk-limiting audits,
or the commitment of the voting system provider to develop such
capability, on or before December 31, 2016, in the manner required by
Rule 21.4.14 21.4.12;

(e)

The voting system is compatible, or the voting system provider commits to
develop such compatibility on or before December 31, 2016, with
dependent systems that are not directly related to the tabulation of votes
and ballots, but are nevertheless utilized by designated election officials in
conducting elections in Colorado, including:
(1)

Ballot-on-demand systems,

(2)

Election Night Reporting systems,

(3)

Electronic ballot delivery systems, and

(4)

Election definition data exported from SCORE;, AND

(5)

THE SECRETARY OF STATE’S RLA SOFTWARE;
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(f)

The voting system provider’s software and hardware license agreements
expressly permit political subdivisions that purchase, lease, or use the
system to loan or borrow voting devices and related components to or
from one another, without charge, as exigencies and other circumstances
warrant, and as approved by the Secretary of State; and

(h)

The voting system provider’s software and hardware license agreements
expressly permit the Secretary of State, or political subdivisions that
license the hardware and software applications necessary to program
elections and voting devices, to perform those services without charge for
other political subdivisions that are licensed to use the voting system.

11.9.5 11.8.5 Due to their unsuitability for risk-limiting audits, the Secretary of State
will not approve a county’s application to purchase, lease or use a ballot scanner
certified for use on or after January 1, 2016, that is not equipped with an
automatic document feeder, whether intended for use by voters at polling
locations, or by election judges at central count locations.
11.9.6 11.8.6 A political subdivision’s contract to purchase or lease a voting system
under Rule 11.9.1 11.8.1 must provide for user training and preventative
maintenance.
11.9.7 11.8.7 The Secretary of State will only approve a political subdivision’s
application to purchase or lease a voting system or component if the voting
system or component allows the designated election official to conduct elections
in accordance with Colorado law, as amended.
11.9.8 11.8.8 The Secretary of State will maintain a list of all certified
electromechanical or electronic voting systems, devices and related components,
purchased, leased, or used by Colorado political subdivisions. The list will
include, at minimum, the name of the jurisdiction, the name and version of the
voting system, the date of acquisition, and the serial number(s)NUMBERS of voting
devices.
Not shown: renumbering all of current Rule 10.10 to New Rule 10.9.
Cross-reference updates:
11.10.1 11.9.1 A data entry county must upload a results data file to ENR containing the
election results on the dates and times specified in Rules 11.10.3 11.9.3 through
11.10.5 11.9.5. The county must program its election database so that the results
file exported from the voting system is formatted in accordance with the
following requirements:
[No changes to Current Rule 11.10.1(a)]
Amendments to Rules 11.10.1(b) concerning Election Night Reporting:
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(b)

Contest order: Except as otherwise provided in subsections (1) – (4) of this
Rule, the results file must list the contests in the same order as they are
certified for the ballot.
(1)

For primary elections, the results file must list the contests in the
order prescribed by section 1-5-403(5), C.R.S., WITH RESULTS FOR
EACH CONTEST grouped in ascending alphabetical order of the
abbreviated names of the participating major political parties,
followed by the abbreviated names of participating minor political
parties and qualified political organizations (e.g., “United States
Senator – DEM,” “United States Senator – REP,” “United States
Senator – GRN,” “United States Senator – LIB,” “United States
Senator – UNI,”).

(2)

The results file must list ballot measures in the order certified by
the Secretary of State, followed by the ballot measures certified by
other participating political subdivisions in the order and using the
numbering conventions specified in Rule 4.5.2(e).

(3)

A county using the Dominion, Hart, or Sequoia CLEAR BALLOT
voting system must include and populate the contest sequence
number field in its results files to define the order of contests on
the ballot as required by this Rule.

(4)

A county using the ES&S or Premier voting system must include
and populate the contest ID field in its results file to define the
order of contests as required by this Rule.

[No changes to Current Rules 11.10.1(c)-(e)]
Current Rule 11.6 is amended and recodified as New Rule 11.10:
11.6 11.10

Methods of submission are REPORTS OR MATERIALS REQUIRED BY THIS RULE MAY
BE SUBMITTED TO THE VOTING SYSTEMS TEAM:
11.6.1 11.10.1 By regular mail DELIVERY to:
Colorado Secretary of State
Attn: Voting Systems
1700 Broadway – Suite 200
Denver, CO 80290
11.6.2 11.10.2 By email to:
voting.systems@sos.state.co.us
11.6.3 11.10.3 By Fax to:
303-869-4861
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Amendments to Rules 14.1.2 and 14.5.5 concerning Voter Registration Drives:
14.1.2 A VRD organizer must file amendments to the Statement of Intent and Training
Acknowledgment Form with the Secretary of State no later than three business
days after the change(s) CHANGE occurs. Amendments may be made by fax,
email, mail or in person.
14.5.5 The VRD organizer may appeal a fine and has 30 days following receipt of
notification to submit a written response setting forth the reason(s) that REASONS
the VRD organizer is appealing the fine. The VRD organizer may request, within
the 30 days, a hearing with the Secretary of State to dispute the fine.
Amendments to Rules 19.2 through 19.6 concerning certification and education of designated
election officials:
19.2

Advisory Board
19.2.1 The advisory board must meet MEETS EITHER IN PERSON OR THROUGH ELECTRONIC
MEANS at least twice each calendar year to approve the curriculum and make
necessary changes.
19.2.2 The advisory board must also review evaluations and recommend changes to the
certification program OR ADDITIONAL CLASSES AFTER REVIEWING EVALUATIONS,
ATTENDANCE NUMBERS, AND ONLINE TRAININGS.
19.2.2 The advisory board must review individual applications for certification and must
approve applications that are accurate and complete. The advisory board may take
into account special circumstances in reviewing and approving applications.
19.2.3 The Secretary of State will appoint the following as board members:
(a)

Four county clerks or designated staff members;

(b)

Two Secretary of State Office representatives; and

(c)

Any individual(s) INDIVIDUAL whom the Secretary of State believes could
make a valuable contribution to the board.

[No amendments to current Rules 19.2.4 and 19.2.5]
Amendments to Rule 19.3.4 concerning curriculum:
19.3.4 To maintain Colorado certification, a person must complete at least five FOUR
Continuing Elections Education courses by July 31 of every even year AND
COMPLETE AT LEAST ONE IN-PERSON CLASS EVERY FOUR YEARS.
Amendments to Rule 19. 4.2 concerning training format:
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19.4.2 The Secretary of State will provide classroom training. For certification, a person
must complete at least one course in-class PERSON.
Amendments to Rule 19.5.1 concerning credit:
19.5.1 Individuals applying for certification must successfully complete the curriculum
prescribed by the Secretary of State. If an applicant submits duplicate coursework,
the advisory board SECRETARY OF STATE may reject the application for
certification.
Amendments to Rule 19.6:
19.6

Application Review, Certification, and Maintenance of Records
19.6.1 Once WHEN a person completes the required coursework, he or she must
promptly submit an application for certification or continuing certification to the
Secretary of State’s office on the form approved by the Secretary of State.
19.6.2 The Secretary of State must review the application with reference to the Secretary
of State records. If the application is complete and accurate, the Secretary of State
must forward it to the advisory board for its review and approval. Upon approval
by the advisory board, the Secretary of State must issue a certificate that the
person is a Certified Colorado Election Official.
19.6.3 The Secretary of State must track attendance at all classes and keep records of
attendance, continuing elections education, and records of those persons who are
certified and persons who are in the certification process.
19.6.4 A PERSON IS RECERTIFIED
RULE 19.3.4.

WHEN THEY COMPLETE THE CLASSES REQUIRED UNDER

Amendments to Rule 20.2.2 regarding county security procedures; specifically, general
requirements concerning chain-of-custody:
20.2.2 The county must maintain and document uninterrupted chain-of-custody for each
voting device from the installation of trusted build to the present, throughout the
county’s ownership or leasing of the device. For optical BALLOT scanners
approved for use under section 1-5-613(2), C.R.S. but for which no trusted build
exists, the county must maintain and document uninterrupted chain-of-custody for
each voting device from the successful completion of acceptance testing
conducted according to Rule 20.8.4 20.9.4.
Amendments to Rules 20.3 and 20.4 concerning county security procedures:
20.3

Physical locking mechanisms and seals. The county must record the serial number of
every seal on the appropriate chain-of-custody log. Two individuals must verify, and
indicate by signing and dating the log, that the seal serial numbers match the logged serial
numbers. If a seal is inaccessible and cannot be removed, then it is not necessary to verify
that seal serial number.
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20.3.1 DREs, BMDs, and Judge’s Booth Controllers (JBCs)
(a)

The county must place a seal over a removable card or cartridge that is
inserted into the unit, or over the slot or door covering the card or
cartridge.

(b)

The county must place a seal over any removable card slot or cartridge
slot when no card or cartridge is inserted into the unit DATA PORT WHEN
THE PORT IS NOT BEING USED, EXCEPT SLOTS FOR ACTIVATION CARDS.

(c)

If the county cannot verify the firmware or software hash value (MD5 or
SHA-1), the county must seal the DRE OR BMD case. To detect
unauthorized access, the county must use seals at either the seams of the
case or at key entry points such as screw access points.

(d)

If the voting device contains one or more slots for a flash memory card,
the county must affix a seal over each flash card slot, door, or access
panel.

(e) (D) In each voter service and polling center, the county must provide a
minimum of one accessible DRE with a headset that has adjustable
volume control OR BMD THAT COMPLIES WITH SECTION 1-5-704, C.R.S.
20.3.2 Before attaching a VVPAT to a specific voting device, the county must seal the
unit after verifying that no votes were cast. At least two election officials must
verify that seals are intact before the start of voting, and at the close of voting.
VVPAT records must either remain in the VVPAT canister, or be sealed and
secured in a suitable device for protecting privacy or as described in Rule 20.11
20.12.
20.3.3 Optical BALLOT scanners
(a)

The county must place a seal over each card or cartridge inserted into the
unit, or over any door or slot containing the card or cartridge.

(b)

The county must place a seal over each empty card or cartridge slot or
door covering the area where the card or cartridge is inserted.

(c)

Before the start of voting and after the close of voting, two election
officials must visually confirm that all seals are intact and that the seal
numbers match those logged in the chain-of-custody log.

20.3.4 Memory cards or cartridges AND ACTIVATION CARDS
(a)

The county must assign and securely affix a permanent serial number
UNIQUE IDENTIFIER to each removable card or cartridge ACTIVATION CARD.
The county may use the manufacturer assigned serial number for this
purpose.
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20.4

(b)

The county must handle removable memory cards and cartridges
ACTIVATION CARDS in a secure manner at all times. The county must
transfer and store any removable card or cartridge ACTIVATION CARD that
is not sealed in a voting machine in a secure container with at least one
seal. Upon delivery and receipt, election judges or county personnel must
verify, and indicate by signing and dating the chain-of custody log, that all
seal numbers match those listed in the log.

(c)

The county must maintain a written or electronic log to record MEMORY
card or cartridge seal numbers ACTIVATION CARD SEALS and track seals for
each voting unit.

(D)

THE COUNTY MUST MAINTAIN A COMPLETE INVENTORY OF MEMORY CARDS
AND ACTIVATION CARDS, INCLUDING WHICH VSPC THEY ARE ASSIGNED TO
DURING AN ELECTION. BEFORE AND AFTER A VSPC OPENS AND CLOSES
EACH DAY, THE SUPERVISOR JUDGE MUST VERIFY THAT ALL CARDS ISSUED
TO THE VSPC ARE PRESENT. IF AT ANY TIME THE SUPERVISOR JUDGE
CANNOT ACCOUNT FOR ALL ACTIVATION CARDS ISSUED TO THE VSPC, THE
SUPERVISOR JUDGE OR A MEMBER OF THE COUNTY ELECTION STAFF MUST
IMMEDIATELY SUBMIT AN INCIDENT REPORT TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE
UNDER RULE 11.6.

Individuals with access to keys, door codes, and vault combinations
20.4.1 For employees with access to areas addressed in Rule 20.4.3, the county must
state in the security plan each employee’s title and the date of the NAME OF EACH
EMPLOYEE, THEIR TITLE, AND THE DATE THE criminal background check was
performed. [Section 24-72-305.6, C.R.S.]
20.4.2 The county must change all keypad door codes or locks, AND vault combinations,
computer and server passwords, encryption key codes, and administrator
passwords at least once per calendar year prior to the first election of the year.
20.4.3 Employee access. The county may grant employees access to the codes, OR LOCKS
AND combinations, passwords, and encryption keys described in this Rule in
accordance with the following limitations:
(a)

Access to the code, LOCK, OR combination, password, or encryption key
for the voting equipment,TO ballot storage areas, counting room,
LOCATION OF ADJUDICATION, or tabulation workstations is restricted to
employees who have successfully passed a criminal background check.
Any person who has been convicted of an election offense or an offense
with an element of fraud is prohibited from having access to a code,
combination, password, or encryption key for the voting equipment, ballot
storage areas, counting room, or tabulation workstations THE ABOVE
AREAS.
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(b)

Except for emergency personnel, no other individuals may be present in
these locations unless supervised by one or more employees WITH
AUTHORIZED ACCESS. Each individual who has access to the central
election management system or central tabulator must have their own
unique username and password. No individual may use any other
individual’s username or password. Shared accounts are prohibited.

(c)

In extreme circumstance CIRCUMSTANCES, the county may request and the
Secretary of State may grant exemption from the requirements outlined in
this Rule.

20.4.5 Access to where election management software is used is limited to authorized
election officials and watchers only. Messengers or runners delivering ballots
between the preparation room and computer room must wear distinguishing
identification.
Amendments to Rule 20.5.2 regarding county security procedures, specifically concerning
internal controls for the voting system:
20.5.2 In addition to the access controls discussed in Rule 20.4, the county must change
all passwords and limit access to the following areas:
(a)

The county must change all software passwords once per calendar year
prior to the first election. This includes any boot or startup passwords in
use, as well as any administrator and user passwords and remote device
passwords.

(b)

The county must change all hardware passwords once per calendar year
prior to the first election. This includes any encryption keys, key card
tools, supervisor codes, poll worker passwords on smart cards, USB keys,
tokens, and voting devices themselves as it applies to the specific system.

(c)

Administrative and user accounts for election management system and
election databases.
(1)

The county may use the administrative user account only to create
individual user accounts for each election database.

(2)

The county must create individual user accounts that are associated
and identified with each individual authorized user of the election
management system or election database.

(3)

The county must restrict access to each individual user account
with a unique password known only to each individual user.
Authorized users must access the election management system and
election database using his or her individual user account and
unique password.
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(4)

The county may grant administrative privileges to no more than ten
individual user accounts per election.

(d)

Other than for the purpose of programming the election, the THE voting
system provider may not have administrative or user access to the
county’s election management system.

(e)

The county may not connect or allow a connection of any voting system
component to the Internet.

(f)

If any component of the voting system is equipped with Wi-Fi capability
or a wireless device, the county must disable ENSURE THAT the wireless
capability or device IS DISABLED BEFORE USE IN AN ELECTION.

(g)

The county may not connect any component of the voting system to
another device by modem.

(h)

The county must include in its security plan the title NAME, TITLE and date
of background checks for each employee with access to any of the areas or
equipment set forth in this Rule. The county must maintain a storage
facility access log that details employee name, date, and time of access to
the storage facility in which the software, hardware, or components of any
voting system are maintained. If access to the storage facility is controlled
by use of key card or similar door access system that is capable of
producing a printed paper log including the person’s name and date and
time of entry, such a log must meet the requirements of this Rule. [Section
24-72-305.6, C.R.S.]

New Rule 20.5.3:
20.5.3 REMOVABLE STORAGE DEVICES
(A)

THE

COUNTY MUST REFORMAT ALL REMOVABLE STORAGE DEVICES
IMMEDIATELY BEFORE INSERTING THEM INTO ANY COMPONENT OF THE
VOTING SYSTEM, EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN RULE 20.5.3(B)-(D), OR IN THE
CONDITIONS OF USE.

(B)

THE COUNTY MAY

INSERT, WITHOUT FIRST REFORMATTING, A REMOVABLE
STORAGE DEVICE CONTAINING ONLY ELECTION DEFINITION DATA FILES
DOWNLOADED FROM SCORE IF:

(1)

THE

(2)

BEFORE

COUNTY REFORMATS THE REMOVABLE STORAGE DEVICE
IMMEDIATELY BEFORE INSERTING IT INTO THE SCORE
WORKSTATION AND DOWNLOADING THE ELECTION DEFINITION DATA
FILES; AND
AND WHILE DOWNLOADING THE SCORE ELECTION
DEFINITION DATA, THE COUNTY INSTALLS AND OPERATES THE
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ADVANCED NETWORK MONITORING AND THREAT DETECTION
APPLICATIONS PROVIDED OR APPROVED BY THE SECRETARY OF
STATE.

(C)

THE COUNTY MAY

INSERT, WITHOUT FIRST REFORMATTING, A REMOVABLE
STORAGE DEVICE INTO A BMD, IF:

(1)

THE REMOVABLE STORAGE DEVICE CONTAINS

ONLY ELECTION AND
BALLOT STYLE DATA FILES NECESSARY TO PROGRAM THE BMD FOR
TESTING OR USE IN AN ELECTION;

(2)

THE

(3)

THE COUNTY DID NOT EXPOSE THE REMOVABLE STORAGE DEVICE TO
THE INTERNET OR INSERT IT INTO AN INTERNET-CONNECTED DEVICE

COUNTY DOWNLOADED THE ELECTION AND BALLOT STYLE
DATA FILES DIRECTLY FROM THE EMS WORKSTATION;

AFTER DOWNLOADING THE ELECTION AND BALLOT STYLE DATA
FILES FROM THE EMS; AND

(4)

(D)

THE

COUNTY REFORMATTED THE REMOVABLE STORAGE DEVICE
IMMEDIATELY BEFORE INSERTING IT INTO THE EMS AND
DOWNLOADING THE ELECTION AND BALLOT STYLE DATA FILES.

THE COUNTY MAY INSERT A REMOVABLE STORAGE DEVICE WITHOUT FIRST
REFORMATTING IT IF THE REMOVABLE STORAGE DEVICE CONTAINS ONLY
ELECTION DATABASE OR PROJECT FILES REMOTELY PROGRAMMED BY THE
VOTING SYSTEM PROVIDER IN ACCORDANCE WITH RULE 20.7.

Amendments to Rule 20.6 concerning county security procedures:
20.6

The county must keep all components of the voting system, ballots, servers, workstations,
DREs, optical BALLOT scanners, BMDs, VVPAT records, and video data records in a
temperature-controlled storage environment that maintains a minimum temperature of 50
degrees Fahrenheit and a maximum temperature of 90 degrees Fahrenheit. The storage
environment must be dry with storage at least four inches above the floor. The county
must provide the Secretary of State with a description of the specific environment used
for each type of component.

New Rule 20.7 concerning remote election programming:
20.7

REMOTE ELECTION PROGRAMMING SERVICES.
20.7.1 A

COUNTY MAY NOT INSTALL OR IMPORT INTO ITS VOTING SYSTEM AN ELECTION
DATABASE OR PROJECT PROGRAMMED OR CREATED BY THE VOTING SYSTEM
PROVIDER USING VOTING SYSTEM COMPONENTS OTHER THAN THOSE OWNED OR
LEASED BY THE COUNTY AND SITUATED IN THE COUNTY’S SECURE ELECTIONS
FACILITY, UNLESS THE VOTING SYSTEM PROVIDER FIRST AFFIRMS ON A FORM
PROVIDED BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE THAT:
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(A)

AT

ALL TIMES DURING THE ELECTION DATABASE OR PROJECT
PROGRAMMING, THE VOTING SYSTEM PROVIDER USED ONLY HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE CERTIFIED FOR USE IN COLORADO, AS CONFIGURED AND
VERIFIED DURING TRUSTED BUILD BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE;

(B)

AT

ALL TIMES AFTER INSTALLATION OF TRUSTED BUILD, THE VOTING
SYSTEM PROVIDER OPERATED ALL HARDWARE UTILIZED TO PROGRAM THE
ELECTION ON A CLOSED NETWORK, AND DID NOT CONNECT THE HARDWARE
TO THE INTERNET OR ANY INTERNET-CONNECTED DEVICE;

(C)

AT ALL TIMES DURING THE ELECTION PROGRAMMING PROCESS, THE VOTING
SYSTEM PROVIDER COMPLIED WITH THE SECURITY PROTOCOLS FOR
REMOVABLE STORAGE DEVICES IN RULE 20.5.3(A) – (C); AND

(D)

THE

VOTING SYSTEM PROVIDER PHYSICALLY DELIVERED TO THE COUNTY
REMOVABLE STORAGE MEDIA CONTAINING THE FINISHED ELECTION
DATABASE OR PROJECT, AND DID NOT TRANSMIT USING ANY METHOD
CONNECTED OR EXPOSED TO THE INTERNET.

Amendments to Current Rule 20.7 regarding county security procedures:
20.7 20.8

Security cameras or other surveillance

20.7.1 20.8.1 The county must maintain a log of each person who enters the areas
specified in Rule 20.7.3 20.8.3, including the person’s name, signature, and date
and time of entry. If access to the specified areas is controlled by use of key card
or similar door access system that is capable of producing a printed paper log
including the person’s name and date and time of entry, the log must meet the
requirements of this Rule.
20.7.2 20.8.2 Unless otherwise instructed, the county must make video security
surveillance recordings of the areas specified in Rule 20.7.3 20.8.3 beginning at
least 60 days before election day and continuing through at least 30 days after
election day. If a recount or contest occurs, the recording must continue through
the conclusion of all related activity. The recording system must ensure that
records are not written over when the system is full. The recording system must
provide a method to transfer the video records to a different recording device or to
replace the recording media. If replaceable media is used then the county must
provide a process that ensures that the media is replaced often enough to prevent
periods when recording is not available.
20.7.3 20.8.3 The following are the specific minimum requirements:
(a)

If the county has 50,000 or more registered voters, then the county must
maintain a log and make video security surveillance recordings of the
following areas, excluding voting booths:
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(1)

All areas in which election management software is used,
including but not limited to programming, downloading COPYING
ELECTION FILES TO memory cards OR FLASH MEDIA, uploading
COPYING ELECTION FILES FROM memory cards OR FLASH MEDIA,
ADJUDICATING BALLOTS, tallying results, and results reporting.

(2)

All areas used for processing ballots, including but not limited to
areas used for Signature Verification, BALLOT OPENING, tabulation,
or storage of voted ballots beginning at least 35 days before
election day and continuing through at least 30 days after election
day, unless there is a recount or contest. If a recount or contest
occurs, the recording must continue through the conclusion of all
related activity.

(3)

The storage area for all voting equipment.

(b)

If the county has fewer than 50,000 registered voters then the county must
maintain a log and make video security surveillance recordings of all areas
in which election management software is used, including but not limited
to programming, downloading COPYING ELECTION FILES TO memory cards
OR FLASH MEDIA, uploading COPYING ELECTION FILES FROM memory cards
OR FLASH MEDIA, tallying results, and results reporting.

(c)

The county must adequately light the area(s) AREAS subject to video
surveillance to provide visibility for video recording.

Amendments to Rules 20.8 and 20.9 concerning county security procedures:
20.8 20.9
Equipment maintenance procedures. In addition to the requirements for voting
systems inventory specified in Rule 11.2, the county must adhere to the following
minimum standards:
20.8.1 20.9.1 The county must store all equipment throughout the year with seals over
the memory card slots DATA PORTS for each device. The county must maintain a
log of the seals used for each device consistent to the logs used for tracking
Election Day seals.
20.8.2 20.9.2 For equipment being sent to the vendor for offsite repairs/replacements,
the county must keep a maintenance log for the device that must contain the
following: the model number, serial number, and the type of device; the firmware
version; the software version, as applicable; the printed name and signature of the
person sending the equipment; and the date of submission to the vendor; AND THE
DATE THE EQUIPMENT IS RETURNED.
20.8.3 20.9.3 An employee must escort the vendor’s representative at all times while onsite. At no time may the voting system vendor have access to any component of
the voting system without supervision by an employee. [Section 24-72-305.6,
C.R.S.]
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20.8.4 20.9.4 Upon completion of any VENDOR maintenance, the county must verify or
reinstate REQUEST REINSTALLATION OF the trusted build and conduct a full
acceptance test of equipment that must, at a minimum, include the hardware
diagnostics test, as indicated in Rule 11, and a mock election in which an
employee(s) must cast a minimum of five ballots on the device to ensure
tabulation of votes is working correctly IN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS RULE. The
county must maintain all documentation of the results of the acceptance testing on
file with the specific device.
(A)

IF

THE MAINTENANCE WAS PERFORMED ON A BMD, THAT BMD MUST BE
USED TO GENERATE FIVE BALLOTS FOR USE IN THE ACCEPTANCE TESTING.

(B)

IF

(C)

IF

THE MAINTENANCE WAS PERFORMED ON A BALLOT SCANNER THEN AT
LEAST FIVE BALLOTS (A COMBINATION OF BMD-GENERATED BALLOTS AND
NON-BMD-GENERATED BALLOTS – AT LEAST ONE OF EACH) MUST BE
TABULATED ON THE SCANNER.
THE MAINTENANCE WAS PERFORMED ON A
BALLOTS MUST BE CAST ON THE DEVICE.

DRE,

A MINIMUM OF FIVE

20.8.5 20.9.5 The Secretary of State will MAY annually inspect county maintenance and
chain-of-custody records and verify the integrity of trusted build on a randomly
selected basis. COUNTY DOCUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT, INCLUDING:

20.9 20.10

(A)

COUNTY MAINTENANCE RECORDS;

(B)

CHAIN OF CUSTODY LOGS;

(C)

TRUSTED BUILD INTEGRITY;

(D)

WIRELESS STATUS;

(E)

VIRUS PROTECTION STATUS;

(F)

PASSWORD STATUS (BIOS, OPERATING SYSTEM, AND APPLICATIONS); AND

(G)

ACCESS LOGS.

Transportation of equipment, memory cards, ballot boxes, and ballots

20.9.1 20.10.1 The county must submit detailed plans to the Secretary of State before an
election regarding the transportation of equipment and ballots both to remote
voting sites and back to the central elections office or storage facility. If there is
any evidence of possible tampering with a seal, or if the serial SEAL numbers do
not match those listed in the chain-of-custody log, the county clerk must be
immediately notified and must follow the procedures specific to the incident as
described in Rule 20.13 20.14. While the method of transportation of equipment
may vary, the following standards apply:
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(a)

Transportation by county personnel. County personnel must at all times
display identification provided by the County. Two employee signatures
and date are required at the departure location verifying that the
equipment, including memory card or cartridge, is sealed to prevent
DETECT tampering. Upon delivery of equipment, at least two election
officials must verify, and indicate by signing and dating the chain-ofcustody log, that all seals are intact and that the serial SEAL numbers on the
seals match the logged serial SEAL numbers.

(b)

Transportation by election judges. Election officials that are receiving
equipment must inspect all components of voting devices and verify the
specific SEAL numbers by signature and date on the chain-of-custody log
for the device.

(c)

Transportation by contract. If a county contracts for the delivery of
equipment to remote voting locations, each individual delivering
equipment must successfully pass a criminal background check. Any
person who has been convicted of an election offense or an offense with
an element of fraud is prohibited from handling or delivering voting
equipment. Two election officials must verify THE SPECIFIC SEAL NUMBERS
BY DEVICE, sign, and date the chain-of-custody log upon release of the
equipment to the individual(s) INDIVIDUALS delivering the equipment.

20.9.220.10.2 Standards for transporting voting equipment to and from the voting
location:
[No changes to Current Rule 20.9.2(a)]
(b)

Required procedures
cards/cartridges intact:

if

devices

are

delivered

with

memory

(1)

Two election officials must verify that all seals are intact at the
close of polls. Election judges must sign and date the chain-ofcustody log with such indication.

(2)

At least two election officials must accompany the secured
equipment to the drop-off location. The person receiving the
equipment must verify the seals and sign and date the logs.

(3)

Upon confirmation that the seals are intact and bear the correct
numbers, election officials must remove and upload the memory
cards/cartridges into the central count system.

(4)

To secure the equipment, election officials must place a tamperevident seal over the memory card slot and update the chain-ofcustody log to reflect the new seal number(s) NUMBERS.
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[No changes to Current Rules 20.9.3 and 20.9.4 other than renumbering to Rules 20.10.3
and 20.10.4]
[Not shown: renumbering Current Rule 20.10 to Rule 20.11]
Amendments to Current Rule 20.11:
20.11 20.12 Procedures for voter verifiable paper record (VVPAT). The following
requirements apply only to DREs with a VVPAT.
20.11.1 20.12.1
Security. The VVPAT record is considered an official record of the
election, in accordance with section 1-5-802, C.R.S.
(a)

The housing unit for any VVPAT record to be used in the election must be
sealed and secured before any votes are cast for the election. Election
officials must attest to the VVPAT record having no votes included on the
paper record before the start of voting, and before the installation or
replacement of a new VVPAT record. Documentation of the seal
number(s) NUMBERS must be maintained before voting and at the
conclusion of voting.

(b)

If a DRE with VVPAT is used at a voter service and polling center, the
seal number(s) NUMBERS must be recorded at the beginning and end of
each voting day.

(c)

At the close of the polls, the VVPAT records will be transferred to the
election office in the same manner as any paper ballots. In the absence of
paper ballots, the VVPAT records will be transferred to the election office
in the same manner as memory cards.

(d)

If the DRE’s trusted build is not capable of verification by reference to the
hash value (MD5 or SHA-1) of the firmware or software, the county must
secure the printer port on the DRE with tamper-evident seals when the
VVPAT is not connected to the DRE’s printer port.

20.11.2 20.12.2
Anonymity. The designated election official must implement
measures to protect the anonymity of voters choosing to vote on DREs
(a)

Measures to protect anonymity include:
(1)

The county may not keep any record indicating the order in which
people voted on the DRE, or which VVPAT record is associated
with the voter.

(2)

When more than one DRE is available at a voting location, the
county must, to the extent practicable, allow the voter to choose
the DRE he or she wishes THEY WISH to vote on.
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(b)

The county clerk may not release a report generated from SCORE that
includes a date and time stamp that could potentially identify a voter who
cast a specific ballot.

(c)

At no time may an election official simultaneously access a VVPAT and
the list of voters. If the VVPAT record requires inspection, at least two
election officials must conduct the examination.

(d)

The county must arrange voter service and polling center DREs in a
manner that prevents election officials and other voters from observing
how a DRE voter marks or casts his or her THEIR ballot.

20.11.3 20.12.3
Storage. The storage of the VVPAT records must be consistent
with storage of paper ballots under section 1-7-802, C.R.S.
(a)

(b)

Individual spools containing VVPAT records must contain the following
catalog information affixed to the spool:
(1)

Date and name of election;

(2)

Name of voting location;

(3)

Date(s) DATES and time(s) TIMES of voting;

(4)

Machine serial number of DRE associated with the record; and

(5)

Number of spools associated with this machine for this election
(i.e. “Spool 1 of 1”, or “Spool 1 of 2”, etc.).

Light sensitive storage containers must be used for the 25 month storage
period to ensure the integrity of the VVPAT paper record. Containers must
be sealed, with record of the seal numbers maintained on file and signed
by two election officials.

[Not shown: renumbering all of Current Rule 20.12 to Rule 20.13]
Amendments to Current Rule 20.12.2 concerning security training for election officials:
20.12.2 20.13.2

Security training must include the following components:

(a)

Proper application and verification of seals and chain-of-custody logs;

(b)

How to detect tampering with voting equipment, memory cards/cartridges,
or election data on the part of anyone coming in contact with voting
equipment, including election officials, vendor personnel, or voters;

(c)

Ensuring privacy in voting booths;

(d)

VVPAT requirements;
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(e)

Chain-of-custody requirements for voting
cards/cartridges, and other election materials;

(f)

Ballot security;

(g)

Voter anonymity; and

(h)

Recognition and reporting of security incidents.

equipment,

memory

Amendments to Rules 20.13 through 20.15:
20.13 20.14

Remedies

20.13.1 20.14.1
If a seal is broken, or there is another discrepancy, the election
official must immediately notify the county, who must remedy the discrepancy as
follows:
(a)

The county or Secretary of State must reinstate or MUST verify the trusted
build OR THE SECRETARY OF STATE MUST REINSTALL TRUSTED BUILD. For
instances where the county can display, verify, or print the hash value
(MD5 or SHA-1) of the firmware or software, the election official must
document and verify that the hash value matches the documented
alphanumeric string associated with the trusted build for the software or
firmware of that device.

(b)

If the evidence indicates that the discrepancy occurred before the start of
voting:
(1)

The election officials must seal the device and securely deliver it to
the county.

(2)

THE COUNTY MUST VERIFY THE TRUSTED BUILD OR THE SECRETARY
OF STATE MUST REINSTALL TRUSTED BUILD. WHERE THE COUNTY
CAN DISPLAY, VERIFY, OR PRINT THE HASH VALUE (MD5 OR SHA-1)
OF THE FIRMWARE OR SOFTWARE, THE COUNTY MUST DOCUMENT
AND VERIFY THAT THE HASH VALUE MATCHES THE DOCUMENTED
ALPHANUMERIC STRING ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRUSTED BUILD FOR
THE SOFTWARE OR FIRMWARE OF THAT DEVICE.

(2) (3) The county or the Secretary of State must install a new, secure
memory card into MUST REINSTALL THE ELECTION PROGRAMMING
INTO the device, conduct a hardware diagnostics test as prescribed
in Rule 11, and conduct an acceptance test on the machine in full
election mode, casting ACCORDING TO RULE 20.8.4, EXCEPT THAT
THE DEVICE MUST BE IN FULL ELECTION MODE, IF APPLICABLE, AND
INSTEAD OF CASTING OR PRINTING FIVE BALLOTS, THE COUNTY
MUST CAST OR PRINT at least 25 ballots on the device. The county
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must maintain on file all documentation of testing and chain-ofcustody for each specific device.
(3) (4) The county must complete the necessary seal process and
documentation to re-establish the chain-of-custody for the device
and new memory card.
(4) (5) The county must set the machine to election mode ready for a zero
report.
(c)

If the evidence indicates that the discrepancy occurred after votes were
cast OR PRINTED on the device:
(1)

The county may not continue to use the machine until verification
or reinstallation of trusted build and acceptance testing is complete.
The county must set the machine to election mode ready for a zero
report before resuming voting on the device.(2)
The election
officials must seal the device and securely deliver it to the county.

(3)

IF THE DEVICE IS A DRE OR BALLOT SCANNER:
(3) (I) The county must close the election on that device, and
perform a complete manual verification of the paper ballots
(or VVPAT records) to the summary tape printed on the
device that represents the record of votes on the memory
card.
(4) (II) If the totals do not match then only the paper record will be
accepted as the official results for that device. The county
must re-seal and secure the device and immediately report
the discrepancy to the Secretary of State. The county must
not use the device for the remainder of the election unless
the trusted build is reinstated.
(5) (III) If the totals match, the county may upload the memory card
into the election management software at the close of polls.
(6) (IV) After verifying the totals, the county must secure the paper
records and memory card with seals and a chain-of-custody
log.

(4)

THE COUNTY MUST VERIFY THE TRUSTED BUILD OR THE SECRETARY
OF STATE MUST REINSTALL TRUSTED BUILD. WHERE THE COUNTY
CAN DISPLAY, VERIFY, OR PRINT THE HASH VALUE (MD5 OR SHA-1)
OF THE FIRMWARE OR SOFTWARE, THE COUNTY MUST DOCUMENT
AND VERIFY THAT THE HASH VALUE MATCHES THE DOCUMENTED
ALPHANUMERIC STRING ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRUSTED BUILD FOR
THE SOFTWARE OR FIRMWARE OF THAT DEVICE.
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(7) (5) The county must complete the necessary seal process and
documentation to establish the chain-of-custody for the device and
memory card.
(6)

THE

COUNTY MUST SET THE MACHINE TO ELECTION MODE READY
FOR A ZERO REPORT BEFORE RESUMING VOTING ON THE DEVICE.

(8) (7) Before certifying election results, the county must conduct a full
(all contests) random audit on the device under Rule 25.3 and
report results to the Secretary of State. This requirement is in
addition to the post-election audit required by Rule 25.2 or 25.3.
20.13.2 20.14.2
The county must make all documentation related to the voting
system and for every device used in the election available for Secretary of State
inspection.
20.14 20.15

Amendments and review of security plans

20.14.1

If no changes have occurred since the last security plan was filed then the
county must file a statement to that effect.

20.14.2

The county must clearly identify and describe any revisions to a
previously filed security plan.

20.14.3

The A county may change the AMEND ITS security plan within 60 days of
an election as a result of an emergency situation or other unforeseen
circumstance. The county must document the changes and file the revisions with
the Secretary of State within five days of the change.

20.15 20.16 Lease, loan, or rental of election equipment. Nothing in this Rule requires a
county to lease, loan, or rent any election equipment to any municipality, special district
or other local jurisdiction.
20.15.1 20.16.1
A county that chooses to lease, loan, or rent any certified election
equipment to a municipality, special district, or other local jurisdiction for use in
their elections must maintain or reestablish an acceptable chain-of-custody and
appropriate documentation in accordance with Rule 20.2.
20.15.2 20.16.2
Upon return of the voting equipment to the county, if the
documentation and chain-of-custody does not support the proper maintenance of
the trusted build software then the county must reinstate or verify OR REQUEST
REINSTALLATION OF the trusted build before using the equipment.
20.15.3 20.16.3
To reinstate or verify MAINTAIN the trusted build, the county must
implement one of the following procedures:
(a)

The county clerk must:
(1)

Deliver the equipment to the jurisdiction;
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(2)

Witness and document the installation of the memory card(s) or
cartridge(s) ELECTION PROGRAMMING used by the jurisdiction;

(3)

Place one or more secure and numbered seals on the voting
equipment in accordance with Rule 20.3. If during the course of
the jurisdiction’s election, the designated election official requires
removal of a memory card or cartridge FLASH MEDIA as a function
of the election process, the county clerk must witness and
document the removal and proper resealing of the memory card or
cartridge FLASH MEDIA; and

(4)

Upon return of the equipment to the county, the county must
verify, and indicate by signing and dating the chain-of-custody log,
that all seals are intact. If any seal is damaged or removed, the
county must reinstate or verify OR REQUEST THE SECRETARY OF
STATE REINSTATE the trusted build.; OR

(b)

The county must designate and station deputized county staff with the
loaned equipment at all times while the equipment is under control of the
designated election official. The deputized county staff must maintain
physical custody of the equipment at all times to ensure that no
unauthorized access occurs.; OR

(c)

In accordance with section 1-5-605.5, C.R.S., the county must appoint the
designated election official as a deputy for the purposes of supervising the
voting equipment. The designated election official must:
(1)

Sign and submit to the county an affirmation that he or she will
ensure the security and integrity of the voting equipment at all
times;

(2)

Affirm that the use of the voting equipment is conducted in
accordance with this Rule 20 the specific Conditions for Use of the
voting equipment; and

(3)

Agree to maintain all chain-of-custody logs for the voting
device(s) DEVICES.

[Not shown: renumbering all of Current Rules 20.16 and 20.17 to Rules 20.17 and 20.18]
Amendments to Rule 20.17.5 concerning voting system conditions for use:
20.17.5 20.18.5
(a)

Optical BALLOT scanners:

When issuing ballots, the county must provide in-person voters with a
secrecy sleeve sufficient to conceal a voter’s marked ballot from others in
the polling location, including election officials.
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(b)

The county must record the optical BALLOT scanner serial number on all
chain-of-custody logs and reports generated by the device.

(c)

Each optical BALLOT scanner must have a backup battery, or be connected
to an uninterruptible power supply sufficient to sustain continuous
operation for a minimum of two hours in the event of power loss.

(d)

The county must maintain logs indicating administrator function use.

(e)

The county must program each optical BALLOT scanner to permit an
election judge to override rejection of overvoted ballots that cannot be
duplicated in accordance with Rule 18.

[Not shown: renumbering all of Current Rule 20.18 to Rule 20.19]
Amendments to Rule 20.18.3 concerning ES&S voting system conditions:
20.18.3 20.19.3
For optical BALLOT scanners with a zip disk drive, the county must
save the cast vote records for each batch of tabulated ballots to a zip disk. A batch
of tabulated ballots may consist of one or more SCORE absentee ballot batches.
[Not shown: renumbering all of Current Rule 20.19 to Rule 20.20]
Current Rule 20.20 is repealed:
20.20 Sequoia DRE conditions
20.20.1

The county must add clarifying text to the display screen during the
VVPAT review process that instructs the voter to review his or her ballot choices.

20.20.2

The county must lock the activate button to prevent its use during an
election.

20.20.3

A county may not modify the screen display using an override.ini file
without approval from the Secretary of State.

Amendments to Rule 21.3.6 regarding voting system standards for certification, specifically
application procedure:
21.3.6 The voting system provider must coordinate with the Secretary of State for the
establishment of the trusted build. The voting system provider must submit all
documentation and instructions necessary for the creation and guided installation
of files contained in the trusted build which will be created at the start of
functional testing and will be the model tested. At a minimum, the trusted build
must include a compilation of files placed on write-once OR REMOVABLE media,
and an established hash file distributed from a VSTL or the National Software
Reference Library to compare federally certified versions. The trusted build disks
should all be labeled with identification of the voting system provider’s name and
release version.
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Amendments to Rules 21.4.4 and 21.4.5 concerning voting system standards:
21.4.4 Independent Analysis. Before completion of functional testing, all voting system
providers submitting a voting system must complete an independent analysis of
the system, which includes:
(a)

An application penetration test conducted to analyze the system for
potential vulnerabilities that may result from poor or improper system
configuration, known or unknown hardware or software flaws, or
operational weaknesses in process or technical countermeasures. The test
must involve active exploitation of security vulnerabilities of the voting
system ACCORDING TO A PENETRATION TEST PLAN APPROVED BY THE
SECRETARY OF STATE, whether or not the vulnerabilities can be mitigated
through compensating controls.

(b)

A source code evaluation conducted in accordance with Software Design
and Coding Standards of the 2002 Voting System Standard or the most
current version of the Voluntary Voting System Guidelines approved after
January 1, 2008.

(c)

A complete report detailing all findings and recommended compensating
controls for vulnerabilities and deficiencies identified.

(d)

The voting system provider must use at least one of the following to
perform the independent analysis:
(1)

An EAC approved VSTL;

(2)

AN INDEPENDENT TESTING
SECRETARY OF STATE; OR

ORGANIZATION APPROVED BY THE

(2) (3) Testing conducted in another state; or.
(3)

Some combination of such VSTL and state testing that meets the
requirements of this Rule.

(e)

The Secretary of State or VSTL will conduct a quality review of all work
under this section. The review may include an examination of the testing
records, interviews of the individuals who performed the work, or both.
Review of testing records may be conducted at the VSTL, the state in
which the testing was conducted, or at the site of any contractor or
subcontractor utilized by another state to conduct the testing.

(f)

The Secretary of State may reject any evaluation if not satisfied with the
work product and to require additional analysis to meet the requirements
of section 1-5-608.5, C.R.S., and this Rule.

21.4.5 Functional Requirements
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(a)

Functional requirements must address all detailed operations of the voting
system related to the management and controls required to successfully
conduct an election.

(b)

The voting system must provide for appropriately authorized users to:
(1)

Set up and prepare ballots for an election;

(2)

Lock and unlock system to prevent or allow changes to ballot
design;

(3)

Conduct hardware diagnostic testing;

(4)

Conduct logic and accuracy testing;

(5)

Conduct an election and meet requirements as identified in this
Rule 21 for procedures for voting, auditing information, inventory
control where applicable, counting ballots, opening and closing
polls, recounts, reporting and accumulating results;

(6)

Conduct the post-election RISK-LIMITING audit; and

(7)

Preserve the system for future election use.

(c)

The voting system must integrate election day voting results with mail and
provisional ballot results.

(d)

The election management system must provide authorized users with the
capability to produce electronic files including election results in either
ASCII (both comma-delimited and fixed-width) or web-based format. The
software must provide authorized users with the ability to generate these
files on an “on-demand” basis. After creating such files, the authorized
users must have the capability to copy the files to diskette, tape, CD-ROM
or other REMOVABLE media type.
(1)

(e)

Exports necessary for the Secretary of State must conform to a
format approved by the Secretary of State. The format must be
compatible with a commercially available data management
program such as a spreadsheet, database, or report generator.

The voting system must include hardware or software to enable the
closing of all vote tabulation devices at polling locations to allow for the
following:
(1)

Printout of the time the voting system was closed.

(2)

Printout of the public counter and protective counter upon closing
the ballot casting functionality.
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(3)

Ability to print a report which must contain:
(A)

Names of the offices;

(B)

Names of the candidates and party, when applicable;

(C)

A tabulation of votes from ballots of different political
parties at the same voting location in a primary election;

(D)

Ballot titles;

(E)

Submission clauses of all initiated, referred or other ballot
issues or questions;

(F)

The number of votes counted for or against each candidate
or ballot issue;

(G)

Date of election (day, month and year);

(H)

Precinct number (ten digit format);

(I)

County or jurisdiction name;

(J)

“State of Colorado”;

(K)

Count of votes for each contest; and

(L)

An election judge’s certificate with an area for judges’
signatures with the words similar to: “Certified by us”, and
“Election Judges”. Space must allow for a minimum of two
signatures.

(4)

Votes counted by a summary of the voting location and by
individual precincts.

(5)

Ability to produce multiple copies of the unofficial results at the
close of the election.

(f) (E) The election management system must ensure that an election setup record
may not be changed once ballots are printed and/or election media devices
are downloaded without proper authorization and acknowledgement by the
application administrative account. The application and database audit
transaction logs must accurately reflect the name of the system operator
making the change(s) CHANGES and the date and time of the change(s)
CHANGES. The application and database audit transaction logs must
support user’s ability to examine the “old” and “new” values of the
change(s) CHANGES.
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(g) (F) All DRE or BMD voting devices must use technology providing visual or
auditory ballot display and selection methods used by people with
disabilities.
(h) (G) All electronic voting devices supplied by the voting system provider and
used at voter service and polling centers must have the capability to
continue all normal voting operations and provide continuous device
availability during a 2-hour period of electrical outage without any loss of
election data.
(i)

The voting system must provide capabilities to protect the anonymity of
ballot choices.
(1)

All optical scanners, associated ballot boxes, and VVPAT storage
devices must provide physical locks and procedures during and
after the vote casting operation.

(2)

All DRE devices must provide randomization of all voter choices
and stored electronic ballot information during and after storage of
the voters’ ballot selections.

Amendments to Rule 21.4.7(e) concerning ballot definition subsystem:
(e)

Data management applications that collect, convert, manage or export
election definition information in one or more format(s) FORMATS suitable
for import into the election management system, are an essential
component of, and must be integrated with and operate in the same user
interface and on the same server or workstation, as the election
management system.

Amendments to Rule 21.4.9:
21.4.9 Audit Capacity
(a)

The voting system must track and maintain read-only audit information of
the following election management system events:
(1)

Log on and log off activity;

(2)

Application start and stop;

(3)

Printing activity, where applicable;

(4)

Election events –set for election, unset for election, open polls,
close polls, end election, upload devices, download devices, create
ballots, create precincts, create districts, create voter service and
polling centers, initialize devices, backup devices, and voting
activity; and
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(5)

Hardware events – add hardware, remove hardware, initialize
hardware, and change hardware properties.

(b)

All tabulation devices must display the unit serial number(s) both
physically and within any applicable software, logs or reports.

(c)

Vote tabulation devices must allow for an alternate method of transfer of
audit records if the device or a memory storage device is damaged or
destroyed.

(d) (B) All transaction audit records of the election databases must be maintained
in a file outside of or separate from the database in a read-only format.
Amendments to Rule 21.10(d)(3) concerning voting systems operating system security
requirements:
(3)

The voting system provider must use a virus protection/prevention
application
on
the
election
management
server(s)
SERVER/workstations which must be capable of manual updates
without the use of direct connection to the internet.

Rules 21.4.11 and 21.4.12 are repealed:
21.4.11

Telecommunications requirements
(a)

Telecommunications includes all components of the system that transmit
data outside of the closed network as defined in this Rule.

(b)

All electronic transmissions from a voting system must meet the 2002
Voting System Standards.

(c)

Line of sight infrared technology may only be used in a closed
environment where the transmission and reception is shielded from
external infrared signals and can only accept infrared signals generated
from within the system.

(d)

All systems that transmit data over public telecommunications networks
must maintain an audit trail when election results are transmitted.

(e)

Voting systems that transmit data through any telecommunications
medium must be able to recover, either automatically or with manual
intervention, from incomplete or failed transmission sessions and resume
transmissions when telecommunications are reestablished.
(1)

Recovery of transmissions must include notations of the
interrupted transmission session and the resumed transmission
session in the system and application transaction logs.
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(2)

21.4.12

Failure and recovery of transmissions must not cause any error in
data transmitted from the voter service and polling centers to the
central election site during a recovered transmission session.

Voter-verifiable paper record requirements
(a)

Existing systems that are retrofitted to comply with section 1-5-802(1),
C.R.S., must be examined for certification by the Secretary of State. Any
retrofitted voting system must comply with the process and application for
certification as identified by this Rule.

(b)

The VVPAT must include the following components:

(c)

(1)

A paper audit trail writer or printer that must be attached, built into
or used in conjunction with the DRE or BMD, and must duplicate
a voter’s selections from the DRE or BMD onto a paper record;

(2)

A paper record display unit or area that must allow a voter to view
his or her paper record; and

(3)

A paper record storage unit that must store cast and spoiled paper
record copies securely.

The VVPAT must meet the following functional requirements:
(1)

The printer may only communicate with the voting device to which
it is connected;

(2)

The printer must function only as a printer, and not perform any
other non-printer related services;

(3)

Produce a paper record for every corresponding electronic voting
record;

(4)

Provide a “low supply” warning to the election official to add
paper, ink, toner, ribbon or other like supplies. In the event that an
election official is required to change supplies during the process
of voting, the voter must be allowed to reprint and review the
paper record without having to mark his or her ballot. The device
must prevent the election official from seeing a voter’s ballot.

(5)

Stop all operations if the printer is not working as designed.

(6)

Allow a voter to spoil his or her paper record no more than two
times.

(7)

Allow a voter to modify and verify selections on the DRE or BMD
without having to reselect all of his or her choices.
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(d)

(8)

Before the voter causes a third and final record to be printed the
VVPAT must present the voter with a warning notice that the
selections made on screen shall be final and the voter may see and
verify a printout of his or her vote, but must not be given additional
opportunities to change their vote.

(9)

When VVPAT components are integrated into a previously
certified voting system the new configuration of the voting system
must comply with existing state testing and auditing requirements.

(10)

Print a barcode with each record that contains the human readable
contents of the paper record. The voting system provider must
include documentation of the barcode type, protocol, and/or
description of barcode and the method of reading the barcode as
applicable to the voting system.

(11)

If used for provisional ballots, the VVPAT must be able to mark
paper records as a provisional ballot through the use of human
readable text and optionally printing barcode and/or serial number
information, which must provide for mapping the record back to
the electronic record and the provisional voter for processing after
verification in accordance with Article 8.5 of Title 1, C.R.S.

The VVPAT must meet the following design requirements:
(1)

Allow every voter to review and accept or reject his/her paper
record in as private and independent manner as possible regardless
of whether the voter has a disability.

(2)

Print at a font size no less than 14-point sans-serif Arial.

(3)

Allow each voter to verify his or her vote on a paper record in the
same language that they voted in on the DRE or BMD.

(4)

Prevent tampering with unique keys or seals for the compartment
that stores the paper record.

(5)

Print and store paper record copies of at least 75 voted ballots
without requiring the paper supply source, ink or toner supply, or
any other similar consumable supply to be changed, assuming a
fully printed double sided 18 inch ballot with a minimum of 20
contests.

(6)

The printed information on the paper record must contain at least
the following items:
(A)

Name or header information of race, question or issue;

(B)

Voter’s selections for the race information;
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(C)

Write-in candidate’s names if selected;

(D)

Undervote information;

(E)

Ability to optionally produce a unique serial number
(randomized to protect privacy); and

(F)

Identification that the ballot was cancelled or cast.

(7)

Prohibit the voter from leaving the voting area with the paper
record.

(8)

The voting system provider must provide documentation
describing how to investigate and resolve malfunctions including,
but not limited to the following:
(A)

Misreporting votes;

(B)

Unreadable paper records;

(C)

Paper jams;

(D)

Low-ink;

(E)

Misfeeds;

(F)

Lost votes; and

(G)

Power failures.

Amendments to Rules 21.4.13-21.4.16:
21.4.13 21.4.11
(a)

Documentation Requirements

The Secretary of State may rely upon the testing of a voting system
performed by a VSTL or by another state upon satisfaction of the
following conditions:
(1)

The Secretary of State has access to any documentation, data,
reports or similar information upon which the VSTL or another
state relied in performing its tests and will make such information
available to the public subject to any redaction required by law;
and

(2)

The Secretary of State has
conducted in accordance with
and the extent to which the
sections 1-5-615 and 1-5-616,
under those sections.
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determined that the tests were
appropriate engineering standards,
tests satisfy the requirements of
C.R.S., and all Rules promulgated

(b)

(c)

In addition to other documentation requirements in this Rule, the voting
system provider must provide the following documents:
(1)

Standard issue users/operator manual;

(2)

System administrator’s/application administration manual;

(3)

Training manual and related materials;

(4)

Election definition programming and diagnostics manuals; and

(5)

A list of minimum services needed for the successful, secure and
hardened operation of all components of the voting system.

The voting system provider must provide documentation concerning the
use of touch screen or other display and selection technology including:
(1)

Technical documentation describing the nature and sensitivity of
the tactile device, if the system uses touch screen technology; and

(2)

Technical documentation describing the nature and sensitivity of
any other technology used.

(d) (C) For the review of VSTL or other state testing in Rule 21.4.12(a) copies of
all VSTL or state qualification reports, test logs and technical data
packages must be provided to the Secretary of State.
(1)

The voting system provider must execute and submit any
necessary releases for the applicable VSTL, state or EAC to
discuss any and all procedures and findings relevant to the voting
system with the Secretary of State and allow the review by the
Secretary of State of any documentation, data, reports, or similar
information upon which the VSTL or other state relied in
performing its testing. The voting system provider must provide a
copy of the documentation to the Secretary of State.

(2)

The voting system provider, the VSTL, the state or the EAC will
identify to the Secretary of State any specific sections of
documents for which they assert a legal requirement for redaction.

(e) (D) The voting system provider must provide documentation specifying the
steps and times required for charging batteries, and the time of battery
operation for each type of device they provide, assuming continuous use
of the devices by voters during an interruption of normal electrical power.
(f) (E) The Secretary of State will review submitted documentation to determine
the extent to which the voting system has been tested to federal standards.
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(g) (F) Failure by the voting system provider to provide any documentation will
delay processing the application and may be cause for denial of
certification.
(h) (G) The voting system must include detailed documentation, which includes
the location and a description of the content of the of audit trail
information throughout the system. The audit information applies to:
(1)

Operating Systems (workstation, server, optical
BDM, and DRE);

(2)

Election management system; and

(3)

Election Tabulation Devices – optical scan
DRE.

BALLOT

scanner,

BALLOT SCANNER

and

(i) (H) The voting system provider must provide documentation detailing voting
system security. The documentation must contain configurations,
properties and procedures to prevent, detect, and log changes to system
capabilities for:
(1)

Defining ballot formats;

(2)

Casting and recording votes;

(3)

Calculating vote totals consistent with defined ballot formats;

(4)

Reporting vote totals;

(5)

Altering of voting system audit records;

(6)

Changing or preventing the recording of a vote;

(7)

Introducing data for a vote not cast by a registered voter;

(8)

Changing calculated vote totals;

(9)

Preventing access to vote data, including individual votes and vote
totals, to unauthorized individuals; and

(10)

Preventing access to voter identification data and data for votes
cast by the voter such that an individual can determine the content
of specific votes cast by the voter.

(j) (I) The voting system provider must provide documentation detailing the
security measures it has in place for all systems, software, devices that act
as connectors (upload, download, and other programming devices) and
any additional recommended security measures.
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(k)

The voting system provider must provide procedures and documentation
for the use of the VVPAT.

(l) (J) For the purpose of evaluating software, the voting system provider must
provide detailed information as to the type of hardware required to execute
the software.
(m) (K) The documentation supplied by the voting system must include a
statement of all requirements and restrictions regarding environmental
protection, electrical service, telecommunications service and any other
facility or resource required for the installation, operation and storage of
the voting system.
(n)

The voting system provider must provide any available data on problems
caused for persons who experience epileptic seizures due to the DRE
voting device's screen refresh rate.

(o)

The voting system provider must deliver to the Secretary of State
documentation detailing estimated time of battery operation for each type
of device submitted for certification, assuming continuous use of the
devices by voters during an interruption of normal electrical power.

(p)

The voting system provider must deliver to the Secretary of State
documentation specifying the steps and times required for charging
batteries for each type of device submitted for certification.

(q) (L) The voting system provider must submit documentation containing a list
of minimum equipment, services, and executables required to run the
election management system.
21.4.14 21.4.12
Ballot-level Cast Vote Records and Exports. All voting systems
certified by the Secretary of State for use in Colorado on or after January 1, 2016
must meet the following requirements for ballot-level cast vote records and
exports on or before December 31, 2016:
(a)

The voting system must capture a ballot-level cast vote record (CVR).

(b)

The voting system must be able to aggregate in a single file and export all
CVRs in comma-separated value (CSV) text format.

(c)

The CVR export must contain the following fields, with values or data
populated by the voting system:
(1)

CVR Number. A sequential number from one to the number of
CVRs in the export file. This can be used as an alternate method to
identify each CVR.

(2)

Batch ID. Identifies the batch in which the paper ballot
corresponding to the CVR is located.
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(3)

Ballot Position. Identifies the position of the paper ballot
corresponding to the CVR within the batch.

(4)

Imprinted ID. If the scanner model supports imprinting a unique
character string on the ballot during the scanning process, the
voting system must populate this field with the unique character
string.

(5)

Ballot Style. Indicates the ballot style
corresponding to the CVR.

(6)

Device OR TABULATOR ID. Identifies the scanning device by
model, serial number, and/or scanning station identifier DEVICE OR
TABULATOR ID.

(7)

Contest and Choice Names. Each contest and choice on any ballot
in the election must have its own field so that voters’ choices in all
contests can be easily and independently tabulated after the CVR
export is imported into a spreadsheet application.

(8)

Number of Valid Choices. The number of valid choices (e.g.,
“Vote for 3”) for each contest.

OR TYPE

of the paper ballot

(d)

The header or field names in the CVR export must unambiguously
correspond to names of the contests and choices on the paper ballots.

(e)

The contests and choices must be listed in the same order as they appear
on the ballots.

(f)

A vote for a choice must be indicated by a “1”. No vote for a choice or an
overvoted condition must be indicated by a “0”. Choices that are not
applicable to the CVR must be left blank.

21.4.15 21.4.13
Election Night Reporting data and exports. All voting systems
certified by the Secretary of State for use in Colorado on or after January 1, 2016
must meet the following requirements for Election Night Reporting data and
exports by December 31, 2016:
(a)

The voting system must be able to generate and export results data suitable
for use in the Secretary of State’s Election Night Reporting (ENR) system,
as specified in the remaining subsections of this Rule.

(b)

The ENR export file must be in a tabular format that uses commaseparated value (CSV) format, or a format based on a range of character
positions within a line.

(c)

The ENR export file must contain a header line that defines all of the
fields contained in the export file.
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(d)

(1)

The header names need not exactly correspond to the field names
specified subsection (d) of this Rule, but must unambiguously
identify the content of each field.

(2)

The order of the fields within the export file may deviate from the
order specified in subsection (d) of this Rule.

(3)

Additional fields contained in the ENR export file but not specified
or addressed in subsection (d) of this Rule must not contain only
alphanumeric characters.

The ENR export file must include the following items or fields:
(1)

Precinct Name. If the county defines the election to report results
by precinct, an alphanumeric string consisting of a 10-digit
precinct code.

(2)

Ballot Style Name. If the county defines the election to report
results by ballot style or district, a unique, alphanumeric string for
each ballot style.

(3)

Precinct ID. If the county defines the election to report results by
precinct, a unique integer for each precinct or precinct split.

(4)

Registered Voters. The number of registered voters eligible to vote
each unique ballot style, or in each precinct or precinct split, as
applicable.

(5)

Ballots counted. The number of ballots counted for each unique
ballot style, or each precinct or precinct split, as applicable.

(6)

Contest Name. The contest name as it appears on the ballots. If the
contest name contains A carriage return(s) RETURN for ballot
formatting purposes, then the carriage return(s) RETURN must not
appear in the export.

(7)

Contest ID. A unique integer for each contest.

(8)

Contest Sequence Number. A unique integer that defines the
sequence of contests as they appear on the ballots.

(9)

Votes Allowed. The maximum number of choices that a voter may
select in each contest (e.g., “Vote for 2”).

(10)

Choice Name. The choice name as it appears on the ballots. Party
affiliation may not be included in the choice name.

(11)

Choice ID. A unique integer for each choice within a contest.
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(12)

Party Code. An indicator of party affiliation for each choice, if
applicable.

(13)

Vote Count. The total number of votes for each choice.

(14)

Reporting Flag. The reporting flag field must contain a value of
“0”.

(15)

Precinct Sequence Number. A unique integer that defines the
sequence of precincts.

(16)

Choice Sequence Number. A unique integer that defines the
sequence of candidates as they appear on the ballot.

21.4.16 21.4.14
Central Ballot Counting Functionality. All voting systems certified
for use in Colorado by the Secretary of State on or after January 1, 2016, must
meet the following functional requirements for centrally counting ballots:

21.5

(a)

Digital Ballot Adjudication: The voting system must include a digital
ballot adjudication software application, enabling election judges to
resolve, adjudicate, and duplicate ballots with marginal or ambiguous
voter markings digitally rather than manually.

(b)

Ballot Scanners. The voting system must include central count ballot
scanners equipped with automatic document feeders, enabling election
judges to scan multiple ballots rather than a single ballot at a time.

Testing preparation procedures
21.5.1 Voting system provider demonstration
(a)

The voting system provider must demonstrate the submitted voting system
to the Secretary of State prior to any functional testing.

(b)

The demonstration period does not have a predetermined agenda for the
voting system provider to follow; however, presentations should be
prepared to address and demonstrate the following items as they pertain to
each area and use within the voting system, if applicable:
(1)

System overview;

(2)

Verification of complete system matching EAC certification;

(3)

Ballot definition creation;

(4)

Printing ballots on demand;

(5)

Hardware diagnostic testing;
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(6)

Programming election media devices for various counting methods
including:
(A)

Mail ballots;

(B)

In-person ballots; and

(C)

Provisional ballots;

(7)

Sealing and securing system devices;

(8)

Logic and accuracy testing;

(9)

Processing ballots;

(10)

Accessible use;

(11)

Accumulating results;

(12)

Post-election audit;

(13)

Canvass process handling;

(14)

Audit steps and procedures throughout all processes;

(15)

Certification of results; and

(16)

Troubleshooting.

(c)

The voting system provider will have access to the demonstration room
for one day prior to the start of the demonstration to provide time for setup
of the voting system.

(d)

A maximum of one business day is normally allowed for the
demonstration. If the voting system provider requests more time for the
demonstration or, if the Secretary of State finds that the complexity of the
system is such that more time is needed for a demonstration, more time
may be granted.

(e)

The demonstration will be open to representatives of the press and the
public to the extent allowable. The Secretary of State may limit the
number of representatives from each group to accommodate space.

(f)

The Secretary of State will post notice of the fact that the demonstration
will take place in the designated public place for posting such notices for
at least seven days prior to the demonstration. The notice must indicate the
general time frame during which the demonstration may take place and the
manner in which members of the public may obtain specific information
about the time and place of the test.
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21.5.2 CERTIFICATION TESTING
(g) (A) The voting system provider must provide the same class of workstation
and/or server for testing the voting system as the normal production
environment for the State of Colorado.
(h) (B) Based upon the review of VSTL or other state reports and test records, the
Secretary of State will prepare a test plan. The test plan will be designed to
test for any requirements specific to Colorado law which were not
addressed in prior testing and for any federal or Colorado requirements
which were not addressed to the satisfaction of the Secretary of State in
the reports and records from prior testing.
(i) (C) The test plan must include the election definitions to be used in testing and
specifications for test ballots. Test ballots and election definitions must
generally follow all requirements for election definitions, ballot layout and
printing to verify the system’s ability to meet those requirements. Some
election definitions and ballots may depart from the requirements in order
to test specific functions.
(j) (D) For each system tested, a requirements matrix must be prepared to identify
those requirements satisfied by the review of VSTL or other state reports
and test data and how those requirements not satisfied are to be tested or
otherwise satisfied. If during test planning or testing one of the
requirements in the voting systems standards or in this Rule are
determined to be not applicable to the system under test, the reason for the
determination will be documented.
(k) (E) The voting system provider must submit for testing the specific system
configuration that will be offered to jurisdictions including the
components with which the voting system provider recommends the
system be used.
(l) (F) The voting system provider is not required to have a representative present
during the functional testing, but must provide a point of contact for
technical support. After the delivery, unpacking, and initial inspection of
the equipment for shipping damage and missing components, a vendor
representative will only be allowed to operate or touch the equipment
when approved by the Secretary of State. All such activity by a vendor
representative must be documented on video or in writing.
(m) (G) The proprietary software must be installed on the workstation/server and
all applicable voting system components by the Secretary of State or the
VSTL using the trusted build following the installation procedures
provided by the voting system provider. After installation, hash values for
the software and firmware must be compared to any published hash values
of the trusted build. Any mismatches in hash values will be investigated
and resolved before proceeding with testing.
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(n) (H) All equipment must be hardened using the voting system provider’s
procedures and specifications.
(o) (I) Testing must be performed with test election definitions and test ballots as
required in the test plan.
(p) (J) The results of all testing must be recorded in the requirements matrix. The
requirements matrix will be the primary record describing which
requirements were met and specifying which were not. It must be
supplemented as necessary to support the findings with test team notes and
system reports. Supplemental information may include photographs and
audio or video recordings.
(q) (K) Functional testing must be completed according to the phases identified in
Rule 21.2.3.
(r) (L) The Secretary of State or the VSTL must conduct functional testing on the
voting system based on this Rule.
(s) (M) The voting system must receive a pass, fail or not applicable for each
requirement with appropriate notation in the requirements matrix.
(t) (N) The Secretary of State will maintain records of the test procedures in
accordance with Rule 21.3.7. The records must identify the system and all
components by voting system provider name, make, model, serial number,
software version, firmware version, date tested, test number, test plan,
requirements matrix, test team notes, and other supplemental information,
and results of test. The test environment conditions must be described.
(u) (O) In the event that a deviation from the test plan is required, it must be
documented in a test team note. The note must provide a description of the
deviation, the reason for the deviation and effect of the deviation on
testing and determining compliance with requirements.
Amendments to Rule 21.5.2(d), (e), and (h):
21.5.2 21.5.3 General testing procedures and instructions
(d)

For mark-sense or optical scan BALLOT SCANNER devices, the Secretary of
State or the VSTL will prepare 100 or more test ballots with marking
devices of various color, weight and consistency to determine the range of
marks that can be read and the range and consistency of reading marginal
marks.

(e)

Ballots must be cast and counted in all applicable counter types (or
counter groups) as necessary based on the parts included in the voting
system. These are, at a minimum, in-person, mail, and provisional ballots.
Ballots may be run through components more than one time depending on
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components and counter group being tested to achieve a minimum number
of ballots counted as follows for each group:
(1)

Polling location / OS = 1,000;

(2) (1) Polling location / DRE or BMD = 500;
(3) (2) Mail = 1, 500; and
(4) (3) Provisional = 500.
(h)

The public must be allowed to view all functional testing conducted by the
Secretary of State. However, legal limitations may require that certain
testing, including but not limited to proprietary information and system
security, be done outside the view of the public. If the functional testing is
outsourced to a testing lab VSTL or contractor, public viewing is subject
to limitations set forth by the testing lab VSTL or contractor.

Amendments to Rule 21.6:
21.6

Temporary use
21.6.1 If a voting system provider has a system that has not yet been approved for
certification through the Secretary of State, the voting system provider or the
designated election official may apply to the Secretary of State for temporary
approval of the system to be used for up to one year.
[Current Rule 21.6.3 is renumbered as Rule 21.6.2; subsequent rule is also renumbered]
21.6.3 21.6.2 Temporary use does not supersede the certification requirements or
process, and may be revoked at any time at the discretion of the Secretary of
State.
21.6.2 21.6.3 Upon approval of temporary use, a jurisdiction may use the voting system,
or enter into a contract to rent or lease the voting system for a specific election
upon receiving written notice from the Secretary of State’s office. At no time may
a jurisdiction enter into a contract to purchase a voting system that has been
approved for temporary use.

Amendments to Rule 21.10.12:
21.10.12
Copies of electronic media and supporting documentation for escrow
within the Secretary of State will be sent to:
Colorado Secretary of State
Attn: Voting Systems Specialist
1700 Broadway – Suite 200
Denver, CO 80290
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Amendments to Rule 25.2.2(a) concerning risk limiting audit:
25.2.2 Preparing for the audit
(a)

Risk limit. No later than 32 days before election day, the Secretary of
State will establish and publish on the Audit Center the risk limit(s) LIMITS
that will apply in RLAs for that election. The Secretary of State may
establish different risk limits for comparison audits and ballot polling
audits, and for audits of statewide and countywide contests. In comparison
audits the risk limit will not exceed five percent for statewide contests, and
ten percent for countywide contests.

New Rule 26 concerning ranked voting:
RULE 26. RANKED VOTING METHOD
26.1

DEFINITIONS. AS USED IN THIS RULE, UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE:
26.1.1 “ACTIVE BALLOT” MEANS A BALLOT PROPERLY MARKED AND COUNTED FOR EITHER
A WINNING CANDIDATE OR A CONTINUING CANDIDATE.
26.1.2 “CONTINUING CANDIDATE” MEANS A CANDIDATE WHO HAS NOT BEEN ELIMINATED
BUT IS NOT A WINNING CANDIDATE.
26.1.3 “DUPLICATE RANKING” MEANS A VOTER MARKED MORE THAN ONE RANKING FOR A
CANDIDATE.
26.1.4 “INSTANT RUN-OFF ELECTION” MEANS A TYPE OF RANKED VOTING ELECTION WHERE
ONLY ONE CANDIDATE WILL BE ELECTED TO OFFICE.
26.1.5 “OVERVOTE”

MEANS A VOTER MARKED MORE THAN ONE CANDIDATE WITH THE
SAME RANKING.

26.1.6 “RANKING”

MEANS THE VOTER’S ASSIGNED NUMBER OR THE NUMERIC POSITION
FOR A CANDIDATE TO EXPRESS THE VOTER’S PREFERENCE FOR THAT CANDIDATE.
RANKING NUMBER ONE IS THE HIGHEST RANK, RANKING NUMBER TWO IS THE NEXTHIGHEST RANK, AND SO ON.

26.1.7 “SINGLE TRANSFERABLE VOTE ELECTION”

MEANS A TYPE OF RANKED VOTING
ELECTION WHERE MORE THAN ONE CANDIDATE WILL BE ELECTED TO THE SAME
OFFICE.

26.1.8 “SKIPPED RANKING” MEANS A VOTER DID NOT RANK CANDIDATES IN NUMERICAL
ORDER (E.G., VOTER RANKS TOP CANDIDATE WITH A “1” AND SECOND CANDIDATE
WITH A “3”, OR LEAVES A RANKING BLANK).
26.1.9 “SURPLUS VOTES” MEANS THE VOTES CAST FOR A WINNING CANDIDATE IN EXCESS
OF THE WINNING THRESHOLD THAT MAY BE TRANSFERRED TO A CONTINUING
CANDIDATE.
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26.1.10

“SURPLUS

FRACTION” MEANS A FRACTION CALCULATED BY DIVIDING THE
SURPLUS VOTES BY THE TOTAL VOTES CAST FOR THE WINNING CANDIDATE,
CALCULATED TO FOUR DECIMAL PLACES, IGNORING ANY REMAINDER. SURPLUS
FRACTION = (SURPLUS VOTES OF A WINNING CANDIDATE)/(TOTAL VOTES CAST FOR
WINNING CANDIDATE), CALCULATED TO FOUR DECIMAL PLACES, IGNORING ANY
REMAINDER.

26.1.11

“TRANSFER” MEANS ASSIGNING THE VOTE OF AN ELIMINATED CANDIDATE
OR THE SURPLUS VOTE OF A WINNING CANDIDATE TO THE NEXT-HIGHEST-RANKED
CONTINUING CANDIDATE.

26.1.12

“TRANSFER VALUE” MEANS THE FRACTION OF A VOTE THAT A TRANSFERRED
BALLOT WILL CONTRIBUTE TO THE NEXT RANKED CONTINUING CANDIDATE ON THAT
BALLOT. THE TRANSFER VALUE OF A VOTE CAST FOR A WINNING CANDIDATE IS
LIMITED TO FOUR DECIMAL PLACES, IGNORING ANY REMAINDER.

26.1.13

“WINNING

CANDIDATE” MEANS A CANDIDATE WHO IS ELECTED AFTER
RECEIVING AT LEAST 50 PERCENT PLUS ONE VOTE IN AN INSTANT-RUN-OFF
ELECTION, OR AFTER REACHING THE WINNING THRESHOLD REQUIRED IN A SINGLE
TRANSFERRABLE VOTE ELECTION, OR BECAUSE THE NUMBER OF CONTINUING
CANDIDATES AND OTHER WINNING CANDIDATES IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO THE
NUMBER OF SEATS TO BE FILLED.

26.1.14

“WINNING THRESHOLD” MEANS THE NUMBER OF VOTES SUFFICIENT FOR A
CANDIDATE TO BE ELECTED. IN ANY GIVEN ELECTION, THE WINNING THRESHOLD
EQUALS THE TOTAL VOTES COUNTED IN THE FIRST ROUND OF TABULATION, DIVIDED
BY THE SUM OF ONE PLUS THE NUMBER OF OFFICES TO BE FILLED, THEN ADDING
ONE, DISREGARDING ANY FRACTIONS. WINNING THRESHOLD = ((TOTAL VOTES
CAST)/(SEATS TO BE ELECTED + 1)) +1, WITH ANY FRACTION DISREGARDED.

26.2

A

LOCAL GOVERNMENT MAY ONLY CONDUCT A RANKED VOTING ELECTION IF THERE ARE
THREE OR MORE CANDIDATES WHO HAVE QUALIFIED FOR THE BALLOT FOR THAT CONTEST,
OR WHEN THERE IS A COMBINATION OF AT LEAST TWO CANDIDATES WHO HAVE QUALIFIED
FOR THE BALLOT FOR THAT CONTEST PLUS AT LEAST ONE QUALIFIED WRITE-IN CANDIDATE.

26.3

A LOCAL GOVERNMENT CONDUCTING A RANKED VOTING ELECTION THAT IS COORDINATING
WITH THE COUNTY CLERK MUST GIVE NOTICE TO THE COUNTY CLERK NO LATER THAN 100
DAYS BEFORE THE ELECTION. IF THE COUNTY’S VOTING SYSTEM IS NOT CAPABLE OF
CONDUCTING A RANKED VOTING ELECTION, THE COUNTY CLERK IS NOT REQUIRED TO
COORDINATE.

26.4

THE

DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL OF A JURISDICTION THAT WILL CONDUCT AN
ELECTION USING A RANKED VOTING METHOD MUST PROVIDE VOTER INSTRUCTIONS.

26.4.1 THE VOTER INSTRUCTIONS MUST INCLUDE, AT A MINIMUM:
(A)

A BRIEF EXPLANATION OF RANKED VOTING;
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(B)

INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO PROPERLY MARK A BALLOT;

(C)

A DESCRIPTION OF HOW BALLOTS WILL BE COUNTED;

(D)

AN EXAMPLE OF A PROPERLY MARKED PAPER BALLOT;

(E)

FOR INSTRUCTIONS THAT WILL BE POSTED AT A POLLING LOCATION, AN
EXAMPLE OF HOW TO PROPERLY VOTE AN IN-PERSON BALLOT; AND

(F)

CONTACT INFORMATION FOR THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL OF THE
ELECTION.

26.4.2 IN

A COORDINATED ELECTION, THE COUNTY CLERK MUST INCLUDE THE
INSTRUCTIONS IN THE COUNTY’S MAIL BALLOT PLAN.

26.5

THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL OF A JURISDICTION CONDUCTING A RANKED VOTING
ELECTION MUST INCLUDE INSTRUCTIONS ON THE BALLOT SHOWING HOW TO PROPERLY
MARK THE BALLOT. FOR ELECTIONS IN WHICH RANKED VOTING IS NOT THE ONLY VOTING
METHOD USED, THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST FORMAT THE BALLOT IN A WAY
THAT WILL ALLOW THE COUNTY TO CONDUCT ALL AUDITS AND REPORTING REQUIRED BY
LAW AND RULE, INCLUDING REPORTING RESULTS OF RANKED VOTING RACES BY PRECINCT,
AND MAY PLACE THE RANKED VOTING RACES ON A SEPARATE BALLOT CARD.

26.6

TABULATION OF INSTANT-RUN-OFF ELECTIONS
26.6.1 IN

ANY RANKED VOTING ELECTION IN WHICH ONLY ONE CANDIDATE WILL BE
ELECTED TO OFFICE, THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST FOLLOW THE
TABULATION PROCEDURES DESCRIBED IN THIS RULE.

26.6.2 DURING

THE FIRST ROUND OF TABULATION, THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL
MUST TABULATE THE FIRST-CHOICE RANKS ON EACH BALLOT.

(A)

A

CANDIDATE WHO RECEIVES OVER 50 PERCENT OF THE FIRST-CHOICE
RANKS ON EACH BALLOT IS THE WINNING CANDIDATE AND NO FURTHER
ROUNDS OF TABULATION WILL TAKE PLACE.

(B)

IF NO CANDIDATE RECEIVES OVER 50 PERCENT OF THE FIRST-CHOICE RANKS
ON EACH BALLOT, THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST CONTINUE TO
THE NEXT ROUND OF TABULATION.

26.6.3 DURING THE SECOND ROUND OF TABULATION, THE CANDIDATE WITH THE FEWEST
FIRST-CHOICE RANKS IN THE FIRST ROUND IS ELIMINATED AND THE ELIMINATED
CANDIDATE’S VOTES ARE TRANSFERRED TO EACH BALLOT’S NEXT-RANKED
CONTINUING CANDIDATE.
(A)

IF, AFTER RECEIVING THE TRANSFERRED VOTES, A CONTINUING CANDIDATE
RECEIVES OVER 50 PERCENT OF THE VOTES CAST ON ACTIVE BALLOTS, THAT
CANDIDATE IS THE WINNING CANDIDATE AND NO FURTHER ROUNDS WILL
TAKE PLACE.
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(B)

IF

NO CANDIDATE HAS OVER 50 PERCENT OF THE VOTES CAST ON ACTIVE
BALLOTS AFTER THE SECOND ROUND, THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL
MUST REPEAT ADDITIONAL ROUNDS OF TABULATION AS DESCRIBED IN THIS
RULE, UNTIL THERE IS A WINNING CANDIDATE.

26.6.4 IN ANY ROUND, TWO OR MORE CANDIDATES MAY BE ELIMINATED SIMULTANEOUSLY
IF THOSE CANDIDATES’ COMBINED VOTES IN THAT ROUND PLUS THE COMBINED
VOTES OF ALL CANDIDATES WITH FEWER VOTES, IF ANY, ARE LESS THAN THE
NUMBER OF VOTES FOR THE CANDIDATE WITH THE NEXT-HIGHEST NUMBER OF
VOTES.
26.6.5 IN

ANY ROUND, IF TWO OR MORE CANDIDATES TIE FOR THE LOWEST NUMBER OF
VOTES, THE ELIMINATED CANDIDATE MUST BE CHOSEN BY LOT, UNLESS THE
CANDIDATES MAY BE ELIMINATED SIMULTANEOUSLY UNDER RULE 26.6.4.

26.6.6 IF ONLY TWO CONTINUING CANDIDATES REMAIN AFTER A ROUND AND THEY HAVE
THE SAME NUMBER OF VOTES, THE WINNING CANDIDATE MUST BE CHOSEN BY LOT.
26.6.7 THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL NEED NOT REPORT ELECTION NIGHT RESULTS
UNDER RULE 11.10.4, UNLESS DIRECTED BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE.
26.7

TABULATION

OF RANKED VOTING ELECTIONS USING THE SINGLE TRANSFERABLE VOTE
METHOD

26.7.1 IN

ANY RANKED VOTING ELECTION WHERE MORE THAN ONE CANDIDATE WILL BE
ELECTED TO AN OFFICE, THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST FOLLOW THE
TABULATION PROCEDURES DESCRIBED IN THIS RULE.

26.7.2 DURING

THE FIRST ROUND OF TABULATION, THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL
MUST TABULATE THE FIRST-CHOICE RANKS ON EACH BALLOT.

(A)

IF THE NUMBER OF WINNING CANDIDATES IS EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF
SEATS TO BE FILLED, THEN NO FURTHER ROUNDS WILL TAKE PLACE.

(B)

IF

THE NUMBER OF WINNING CANDIDATES IS LESS THAN THE NUMBER OF
SEATS TO BE FILLED, THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL CONTINUES TO
THE NEXT ROUND.

26.7.3 DURING THE SECOND ROUND OF TABULATION, THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL
MUST CALCULATE EACH WINNING CANDIDATE’S SURPLUS VOTES, AS DESCRIBED IN
RULE 26.7.4, AND TRANSFER THOSE VOTES PROPORTIONATELY TO ANY CONTINUING
CANDIDATE.
(A)

AFTER THE VOTES ARE TRANSFERRED, IF THE NUMBER OF WINNING
CANDIDATES IS EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF SEATS TO BE FILLED, NO
FURTHER ROUNDS WILL TAKE PLACE.

(B)

AFTER THE VOTES ARE TRANSFERRED, IF THE NUMBER OF WINNING
CANDIDATES IS LESS THAN THE NUMBER OF SEATS TO BE FILLED, THE
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DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST ELIMINATE THE CONTINUING
CANDIDATE WITH THE FEWEST FIRST-CHOICE VOTES, SURPLUS VOTES FROM
WINNING CANDIDATES, AND, WHEN APPLICABLE, VOTES TRANSFERRED
FROM ELIMINATED CANDIDATES. THE ELIMINATED CANDIDATE’S VOTES
MUST THEN BE TRANSFERRED TO EACH ACTIVE BALLOT’S NEXT-HIGHESTRANKED CONTINUING CANDIDATE.

(C)

AFTER EACH ELIMINATED CANDIDATE’S VOTES ARE TRANSFERRED, IF THE
NUMBER OF WINNING CANDIDATES IS EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF SEATS TO
BE FILLED, NO FURTHER ROUNDS WILL TAKE PLACE.

(D)

AFTER

EACH ELIMINATED CANDIDATE’S VOTES ARE TRANSFERRED, IF THE
NUMBER OF WINNING CANDIDATES IS LESS THAN THE NUMBER OF SEATS TO
BE FILLED, THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST CONDUCT
ADDITIONAL ROUNDS OF TABULATION AS DESCRIBED IN THIS RULE UNTIL
ALL SEATS ARE FILLED.

26.7.4 TO

CALCULATE A WINNING CANDIDATE’S SURPLUS VOTES IN ANY ROUND, THE
DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST:

(A)

DETERMINE

WHICH WINNING CANDIDATE RECEIVED THE MOST VOTES IN

ANY ROUND.

(1)

IN THE FIRST ROUND, THIS WILL ONLY INCLUDE FIRST-CHOICE VOTES
CAST FOR THE WINNING CANDIDATE.

(2)

IN

(3)

IF TWO OR MORE WINNING CANDIDATES TIE FOR THE MOST VOTES IN
ANY ROUND, THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST FIRST
COUNT THE SURPLUS VOTES OF THE CANDIDATE CHOSEN BY LOT.

(B)

AFTER

(C)

AFTER

SUBSEQUENT ROUNDS, THIS WILL INCLUDE FIRST-CHOICE VOTES
CAST FOR THE WINNING CANDIDATE, VOTES TRANSFERRED FROM
ELIMINATED CANDIDATES, AND SURPLUS VOTES FROM OTHER
WINNING CANDIDATES.

DETERMINING WHICH WINNING CANDIDATE RECEIVED THE MOST
VOTES IN ANY ROUND, CALCULATE THAT CANDIDATE’S SURPLUS FRACTION.

CALCULATING A WINNING CANDIDATE’S SURPLUS FRACTION,
TABULATE THE NUMBER OF VOTES CAST FOR THE NEXT-HIGHEST-RANKED
CONTINUING CANDIDATE ON EVERY BALLOT CAST FOR THE WINNING
CANDIDATE. THEN MULTIPLY EACH OF THOSE VOTES CAST BY THE WINNING
CANDIDATE’S SURPLUS FRACTION AND ADD THE RESULTING TRANSFER
VALUE TO ANY CONTINUING CANDIDATE’S TOTAL AS DESCRIBED IN RULE
26.7.3(B).
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(D)

IN

ANY ROUND WITH MORE THAN ONE WINNING CANDIDATE, REPEAT THIS
PROCESS FOR EACH WINNING CANDIDATE IN THE ORDER OF HIGHEST VOTES
RECEIVED.

26.7.5 IN

ANY ROUND, IF TWO OR MORE CANDIDATES TIE FOR THE LOWEST NUMBER OF
VOTES, THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST DETERMINE THE ELIMINATED
CANDIDATE BY LOT.

26.7.6 THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL NEED NOT REPORT ELECTION NIGHT RESULTS
UNDER RULE 11.10.4, UNLESS DIRECTED BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE.
26.8

AFTER DETERMINING VOTER INTENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SECRETARY OF STATE’S
VOTER INTENT GUIDE, THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST COUNT IMPROPERLY
MARKED BALLOTS AS FOLLOWS:
26.8.1 AN

OVERVOTE INVALIDATES THE OVERVOTED RANKINGS AND ALL LOWER
RANKINGS MARKED FOR THAT CONTEST ON THE BALLOT.

26.8.2 A SKIPPED RANKING AND ANY LOWER RANKING MUST BE IGNORED.
26.8.3 A

CANDIDATE WHO RECEIVES A DUPLICATE RANKING ON A SINGLE BALLOT IS
CREDITED WITH THE HIGHEST RANKING MARKED BY THE VOTER. ALL OTHER
RANKINGS FOR THAT CANDIDATE MUST BE IGNORED.

26.9

REPORTING RESULTS OF A RANKED VOTING ELECTION
DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST ENSURE ANONYMITY OF A VOTER’S
RANKINGS IN THE BALLOT IMAGE REPORT REQUIRED BY SECTION 1-7-1003
(7)(A)(II), C.R.S. IN PRECINCTS WITH TEN OR FEWER VOTERS, THE BALLOT IMAGE
REPORTS MUST BE COMBINED WITH ANOTHER PRECINCT.

26.9.1 THE

26.9.2 THE COMPREHENSIVE REPORT REQUIRED BY SECTION 1-7-1003 (7)(A)(III), C.R.S.,
MUST INCLUDE RESULTS IN THE SUMMARY REPORT BY PRECINCT.
26.9.3 THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST SUBMIT THE FINAL REPORTS REQUIRED
BY SECTION 1-7-1003 (7)(A), C.R.S., TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE NO LATER THAN
THE TWENTY-SECOND DAY AFTER THE ELECTION.
26.10 AUDITING

A RANKED VOTING ELECTION OR RACE. THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL
MUST AUDIT EACH RANKED VOTING RACE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS RULE BEFORE THE
CANVASS BOARD CERTIFIES OFFICIAL ELECTION RESULTS.

26.10.1

IN A COORDINATED ELECTION, IF ALL WINNING CANDIDATES ARE
DETERMINED IN THE FIRST ROUND OF TABULATION, THE COUNTY CLERK MUST
CONDUCT A RISK-LIMITING AUDIT UNDER RULE 25.2. IN ALL OTHER CASES, THE
AUDIT BOARD MUST VERIFY THE ACCURACY OF THE VOTING SYSTEM’S TABULATION
OF THE RANKED VOTING CONTEST BY HAND COUNTING THE VOTES IN AT LEAST ONE
PRECINCT, OR IN ONE PERCENT OF ALL PRECINCTS IN WHICH THE RANKED VOTING
CONTEST APPEARED ON THE BALLOT, WHICHEVER IS GREATER.
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26.10.2

NO

LATER THAN 15 DAYS BEFORE ELECTION DAY, THE DESIGNATED
ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST APPOINT AN AUDIT BOARD.

(A)

IN

(B)

IN

(C)

AT

LEAST TWO MEMBERS OF THE CANVASS BOARD MUST OBSERVE THE
AUDIT, AND MEMBERS OF THE CANVASS BOARD MAY SERVE AS MEMBERS OF
THE AUDIT BOARD.

(D)

THE

A COORDINATED ELECTION, THE AUDIT BOARD MUST CONSIST OF
ELECTORS NOMINATED BY THE MAJOR POLITICAL PARTY COUNTY
EXCEPT
AS
OTHERWISE
PROVIDED
BY
AN
CHAIRPERSONS,
INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT.

ANY OTHER ELECTION, THE MEMBERS OF THE AUDIT BOARD MUST BE
NOMINATED AND APPOINTED AS PROVIDED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR
ORDINANCE.

DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL, MEMBERS OF THEIR STAFF, AND
OTHER DULY APPOINTED ELECTION JUDGES MAY ASSIST THE AUDIT BOARD
IN CONDUCTING THE AUDIT.

26.10.3

THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST CONVENE A PUBLIC MEETING ON
THE TENTH DAY AFTER ELECTION DAY TO RANDOMLY SELECT BY LOT THE PRECINCT
OR PRECINCTS TO BE AUDITED. THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST POST
NOTICE OF THE PUBLIC MEETING AT LEAST SEVEN CALENDAR DAYS IN ADVANCE.
THE NOTICE MUST INCLUDE A DESCRIPTION OF THE RANDOM SELECTION LOT
METHOD. THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST GIVE NOTICE OF AND SUBMIT
TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE A LIST OF THE PRECINCTS RANDOMLY SELECTED FOR
AUDIT BY 5:00 P.M. ON THE TENTH DAY AFTER ELECTION DAY.

26.10.4

CONDUCTING THE AUDIT.

(A)

THE

AUDIT BOARD MUST LOCATE AND RETRIEVE ALL BALLOT CARDS
CONTAINING THE RANKED VOTING CONTEST FOR THE RANDOMLY SELECTED
PRECINCTS FROM THEIR STORAGE CONTAINERS, AND VERIFY AND MAINTAIN
DOCUMENTED CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY OF ALL VOTED BALLOTS.

(B)

THE AUDIT BOARD MUST FIRST CONFIRM THAT THE NUMBER OF BALLOT
CARDS LOCATED AND RETRIEVED FOR THE AUDIT EQUALS THE NUMBER OF
BALLOT CARDS WITH THE RANKED VOTING CONTEST TABULATED IN EACH
RANDOMLY SELECTED PRECINCT.

(C)

FOR EACH RANKED VOTING CONTEST, THE AUDIT BOARD MUST HAND COUNT
THE BALLOTS CAST, FOLLOWING THE COUNTING METHOD SET FORTH IN
RULE 26.6 FOR INSTANT-RUNOFF-VOTING CONTESTS, AND IN RULE 26.7 FOR
SINGLE TRANSFERABLE VOTING CONTESTS.
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26.10.5

THE

DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST REPORT THE RESULTS OF THE
AUDIT TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE BY MAIL, FAX, OR EMAIL BY 5:00 P.M. ON THE
LAST DAY TO CANVASS. THE AUDIT REPORT MUST CONTAIN:

(A)

THE NUMBER OF BALLOTS AUDITED FOR EACH RANKED VOTING CONTEST;

(B)

THE VOTING SYSTEM’S TABULATION OF THE RANKED VOTING CONTESTS FOR
THE RANDOMLY SELECTED PRECINCTS;

(C)

THE AUDIT BOARD’S HAND COUNT OF THE RANKED VOTING CONTESTS FOR
THE RANDOMLY SELECTED PRECINCTS;

(D)

THE

(E)

THE

26.10.6

AUDIT BOARD’S STATEMENT THAT ITS HAND COUNT CONFIRMED THE
VOTING SYSTEM’S TABULATION OR AN EXPLANATION FOR ANY
DISCREPANCIES IDENTIFIED; AND

SIGNATURES OF THE AUDIT BOARD, THE CANVASS BOARD MEMBERS
WHO OBSERVED THE AUDIT, AND THE DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL.

THE

DESIGNATED ELECTION OFFICIAL MUST SEGREGATE AND SEAL AND
PRESERVE AS ELECTION RECORDS ALL MATERIALS USED DURING THE RANKED
VOTING AUDIT, INCLUDING ALL TABULATION REPORTS, THE AUDITED BALLOTS, AND
THE AUDIT REPORT.
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II.
Basis, Purpose, and Specific Statutory Authority
A Statement of Basis, Purpose, and Specific Statutory Authority follows this notice and is
incorporated by reference.
Statement of Justification and Reasons for Adoption of Temporary Rules
III.
A statement ofthe Secretary of State’s findings to justify the immediate adoption ofthis new rule
on a temporary basis follows this notice and is incorporated by reference.4
Iv.
Effective Date of Adopted Rules
This new rule is immediately effective on a temporary basis.

Dated this 22nd day ofAugust, 2012,

LJ

Suzanne Staiert
Deputy Secretary of State
For
Wayne W. Williams
Colorado Secretary of State

4

Section 24-4-103(6), C.R.S. (2017).
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Statement of Basis, Purpose, and Specific Statutory Authority
Office of the Secretary of State
Election Rules
8 CCR 1505-1
August 22, 2018
I.
Basis and Purpose
This statement explains amendments to the Colorado Secretary of State Election Rules. The
amendments are intended to ensure uniform and proper administration, implementation, and
enforcement of Federal and Colorado election laws, 1 improve elections administration in
Colorado, and increase the transparency and security of the election process.
•

Amendments to Rule 1.1.4 to provide uniform terminology in rules.

•

Amendments to Rule 1.1.6 to provide uniform terminology in rules.

•

Amendments to Rules 1.1.31 and 1.1.24 (renumbered as Rules 1.1.7 and 1.1.25) to
provide uniform terminology in rules.

•

Amendments to rule 1.1.43 to establish uniformity in administration of current law.

•

Amendments to Rule 2.1 to establish uniformity in administration of current law.

•

New Rule 2.1.6 to provide for uniform administration of current law.

•

Amendments to Rule 2.2 to implement changes due to SB 18-233.

•

Amendments to Rule 2.8 to implement changes due to SB 18-233.

•

New Rule 2.9 (renumbering Rule 2.18, temporarily adopted on 5/16/2018 under CCR
Tracking #2018-00215). The rule concerns registered electors absent from the state and is
necessary to ensure uniform application of the law throughout the state regarding
residency for voter registration purposes.

•

Renumbering of Current Rules 2.9 through 2.17 to Rules 2.10 through 2.18.

1

Article VII of the Colorado Constitution, Title 1 of the Colorado Revised Statutes, and the Help America Vote Act
of 2002 (“HAVA”), P.L. No. 107-252.
Main Number
Administration
Fax

(303) 894-2200
(303) 860-6900
(303) 869-4860

TDD
Web Site
E-mail

(303) 869-4867
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administration@sos.state.co.us

•

Update cross references in Current Rule 2.16.2.

•

New Rule 2.20 to establish uniformity in administration of current law.

•

Amendments to Rule 4.7.1 concern the form that a candidate must submit to the
Secretary of State to receive the Congressional Term Limits Declaration.

•

New Rule 4.8.3 to establish uniformity in the administration of current law.

•

Amendments to Rule 7.1.1 to implement changes due to SB 18-233.

•

Repeal Rule 7.2.7 to implement changes due to SB 18-233.

•

Update cross reference in Current Rule 7.2.12.

•

Repeal Rule 7.3 to implement changes due to SB 18-233.

•

Renumbering all of Current Rule 7.4 to Rule 7.3.

•

New Rule 7.4 (renumbering Rule 7.17, temporarily adopted on 7/31/2018 under CCR
Tracking #2018-00375). The rule establishes requirements concerning ballot transmission
to county jails and detention facilities.

•

Amendments to Rule 7.5.5 to establish uniformity in administration of current law.

•

Amendments to Rule 7.5.8 and 7.5.13 to implement changes due to SB 18-233.

•

New Rule 7.7.5 (temporarily adopted on 4/25/2018 under CCR Tracking #2018-00179;
temporarily re-adopting to extend the rule until it becomes permanently effective as
adopted under CCR Tracking #2018-00221). The rule is necessary to ensure uniform
application of the law throughout the state regarding mail ballot cure procedures.

•

Updated cross references in 7.11.3, 8.7.4, and 10.6.2.

•

Amendments to Rule 10.13.3 to establish uniformity in terminology in rules.

•

Amendments to Rule 11.2.3 to establish uniformity in administration of current law.

•

Amendments to Rule 11.3.1(a) to establish uniformity in administration of current law.

•

Update cross reference in Rule 11.3.2(c).

•

Amendments to Rule 11.3.2(d) and (e) to establish uniformity in administration of current
law and update cross references.

•

Amendments to Rules 11.4, 11.7 (renumbered as Rule 11.6), and 11.8 (renumbered as
Rule 11.7) to establish uniform administration of current law.
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•

Amendments to Rules 11.9.3 and 11.9.4 (renumbered as Rules 11.8.3 and 11.8.4) to
establish uniform administration of current law.

•

Technical and cross reference updates in Current Rules 11.9.5 through 11.9.7
(renumbered as Rules 11.8.5 through 11.8.7).

•

Amendments to Current Rule 11.9.8 (renumbered as Rule 11.8.8) to establish uniform
administration of current law.

•

Updates to cross references in Current Rule 11.10.1 (renumbered as Rule 11.9.1) and
amendments to establish uniform administration of current law.

•

Current Rule 11.6 is amended and recodified as Rule 11.10.

•

Amendments to Rules 14.1.2 and 14.5.5 to establish uniform terminology.

•

Updated cross reference in Rule 16.2.6.

•

Amendments to Rule 19 to establish uniform administration of current law.

•

Updated terminology and cross reference in Rule 20.2.2.

•

Amendments to Rules 20.3, 20.4, and 20.5.2 to establish uniform administration of
current law.

•

New Rule 20.5.3 to establish uniform administration of law regarding voting system
security.

•

Amendment to Rule 20.6 to establish uniform terminology.

•

New Rule 20.7 to establish uniform administration of law regarding voting system
security.

•

Renumbering Current Rules 20.7 through 20.18 to Rules 20.8 through 20.19.

•

Amendments and updated cross references in Current Rules 20.7, 20.8, 20.9, 20.11,
20.12, 20.13, 20.14, and 20.15 (renumbered as Rules 20.8, 20.9, 20.10, 20.12, 20.13,
20.14, 20.15, and 20.16) to establish uniform administration of current law.

•

Amendments to Current Rules 20.17.5 and 20.18.3 (renumbered as Rules 20.18.5 and
20.19.3) to establish uniform terminology.

•

Repeal Rule 20.20 to address outdated technology.

•

Amendments to Rules 21.3.6, 21.4.4, 21.4.5, 21.4.7(e), 21.4.9, and 21.10(d)(3) to
establish uniform administration of current law.

•

Repeal Rules 21.4.11 and 21.4.12 to address outdated technology.
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•

Amendments to Current Rules 21.4.13 through 21.4.16 (renumbered as Rules 21.4.11
through 21.4.14) to establish uniform administration of current law.

•

Amendments to Rule 21.5 to provide clarity to current rules.

•

New Rule 21.5.2 (Current Rules 21.5.1(g-u) are renumbered as Rules 21.5.2(a-o)).
Amendments to Current Rules 21.5.2 (renumbered as Rule 21.5.3) to establish uniform
administration of current law.

•

Amendments to Rule 21.6 to provide clarity to current rules.

•

Amendments to Rule 21.10.12 to provide clarity to current rules.

•

Amendments to Rule 25.2.2 to establish uniform terminology.

•

New Rule 26 to provide guidance on ranked voting methods in accordance with section
1-7-1004, C.R.S.

II.
Rulemaking Authority
The constitutional and statutory authority is as follows:
•

Section 1-1-107(2)(a), C.R.S., (2017), which authorizes the Secretary of State “[t]o
promulgate, publish and distribute…such rules as the secretary finds necessary for the
proper administration and enforcement of the election laws.”

•

Section 1-1-109(3), C.R.S., (2017), which authorizes the Secretary of State to promulgate
rules “as may be necessary to administer and enforce any requirement of this section,
including any rules necessary to specify what constitutes approved and acceptable forms
certified for use by eligible voters, campaigns, and voter registration drives and
acceptance by election officials and any rules necessary to establish uniformity regarding
the use of forms.”

•

Section 1-1.5-104(1)(e), C.R.S., (2017), which gives the Secretary of State the power to
“[p]romulgate rules…as the secretary finds necessary for the proper administration,
implementation, and enforcement of HAVA.”

•

Section 1-5-601.5, C.R.S., (2017), which allows the Secretary of State to “require by rule
that voting systems and voting equipment satisfy voting systems standards promulgated
after January 1, 2008, by the federal election assistance commission as long as such
standards meet or exceed those promulgated in 2002.”

•

Section 1-5-608.5(3)(b), C.R.S., (2017), which permits the Secretary of State to
“promulgate conditions of use in connection with the use by political subdivisions of
electronic and electromechanical voting systems as may be appropriate to mitigate
deficiencies identified in the certification process.”

•

Section 1-5-613(1), C.R.S., (2017), which requires the Secretary of State to “adopt
uniform rules…for the purchase and sale of voting equipment in the state.”
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•

Section 1-5-616, C.R.S., (2017), which requires the Secretary of State to adopt rules “that
establish minimum standards for electronic and electromechanical voting systems.”

•

Section 1-5-623(4), C.R.S., (2017), which requires the Secretary of State to promulgate
rules “as may be necessary to administer and enforce any requirement of this section,
including any rules necessary to specify permissible conditions of use governing
electronic voting devices or systems or related components.”

•

Section 1-7-509(6), C.R.S., (2017), which requires the Secretary of State to promulgate
rules “prescribing the manner of performing the logic and accuracy testing required by
this section.”

•

Section 1-7-510(6), C.R.S., (2017), which requires the Secretary of State to promulgate
rules to implement the section regarding election setup records.

•

Section 1-7-512(2), C.R.S., (2017), which requires the Secretary of State to promulgate
rules “establishing procedures for voting systems providers to comply with this section.”

•

Section 1-7-513(2), C.R.S., (2017), which requires the Secretary of State to promulgate
rules “prescribing the manner of maintenance of records required by this section”
regarding voting equipment.

•

Section 1-7-1004, C.R.S., (2017), requiring the Secretary of State to adopt rules
consistent with section 1-7-1003, C.R.S., “on the conduct of elections using ranked
voting methods. The rules shall prescribe the methods and procedures for tabulating,
auditing, and reporting results in an election using a ranked voting method.”

•

Section 1-7.5-104, C.R.S. (2017), which requires the county clerk and recorder to
conduct a mail ballot election “under the supervision of, and subject to rules promulgated
in accordance with article 4 of title 24, C.R.S., by, the secretary of state.”

•

Section 1-7.5-105, C.R.S. (2017), which requires the county clerk and recorder to
supervise the distribution, handling, and counting of ballots and the survey of returns in
accordance with “rules promulgated by the secretary of state as provided in section 1-7.5106(2).”

•

Section 1-7.5-106(2), C.R.S., (2017), which allows the Secretary of State to adopt rules
governing procedures and forms necessary to implement” article 7.5 of Title 1.
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Statement of Justification and Reasons for Adoption of Temporary Rules
Office of the Secretary of State
Election Rules
8 CCR 1505-1
August 22, 2018
New Rules: 2.1.6, 2.9, 2.20, 4.8.3, 7.4, 7.7.5, 20.5.3, 20.7, 21.5.2, 26
Repealed Rules: 7.2.7, 7.3, 20.20, 21.4.11, 21.4.12
Amended Rules: 1.1.4, 1.1.6, 1.1.31, 1.1.24, 1.1.43, 2.1, 2.2, 2.8, 2.16.2, 4.7.1, 7.1.1, 7.2.12,
7.5.5, 7.5.8, 7.5.13, 7.11.3, 8.7.4, 10.6.2, 10.13.3, 11.2.3, 11.3.1(a), 11.3.2(c-e), 11.4, 11.5, 11.7,
11.8, 11.9, 11.10, 14.1.2, 14.5.5, 16.2.6, 19, 20.2.2, 20.3, 20.4, 20.5.2, 20.6-20.19, 21.3.6, 21.4.4,
21.4.5, 21.4.7(e), 21.4.9, 21.10(d)(3), 21.5, 21.6, 21.10.12, 25.5.2
Renumbering:
• Current Rules 1.1.31 and 1.1.24 renumbered as Rules 1.1.7 and 1.1.25
• Current Rules 2.9-2.17 renumbered as Rules 2.10-2.18
• Current Rule 7.4 renumbered as Rule 7.3
• Substantial renumbering in Rule 11 as noted in draft
• Substantial renumbering in Rule 20 as noted in draft
• Rules 21.4.13-21.4.16 renumbered as Rules 21.4.11-21.4.14
• Current Rules 21.5.1(g-u) are renumbered as Rules 21.5.2(a-o)
In accordance with Colorado election law, 1 the Secretary of State finds that certain amendments
to the existing election rules must be adopted and effective immediately to ensure the uniform
and proper administration and enforcement of Colorado election laws.
Temporary adoption is necessary both to comply with law and to preserve the public welfare
given the close proximity of the November 6, 2018 General Election. The Secretary of State
must adopt rules to provide clear guidance the county clerks and the general public.
For these reasons, and in accordance with the State Administrative Procedure Act, the Secretary
of State finds that adoption and immediate effect of the amendments to existing election rules is
imperatively necessary to comply with state and federal law and to promote public interests. 2
1
2

Sections 1-1-107 (1) (c), 1-1-107(2) (a), 1-7.4-104, C.R.S. (2017).
Section 24-4-103(3) (6), C.R.S. (2017).
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